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Abstract 
We describe the procedure of solving the Horn's conjecture, which describes 
the eigenvalues of a sum of two hermitian matrices in terms of the eigenvalues 
of the summands. The conjecture was proved recently by A. A. Klyachko, A. 
Knutson and T. Tao, and their results were summarized by W. Fulton. They used 
various tools like geometric invariant theory, symplectic geometry, combinatorics, 
etc, to prove the conjecture. Our main object here is to describe their work 
and to show how their work derives the solution to the problem. We will also 
discuss related topics such as highest weight of tensor products of irreducible 
representations of GL(n, C), intersection of Schubert varieties, invariant factors 
of products of matrices, and singular values of sums and products of matrices. 
There are corresponding theorems about these topics. We will see that they are 
all equivalent to the theorem that the Horn's Conjecture is true. 
摘 要 
我們描述解決Horn猜想的過程�Horn猜想描述兩個厄米的矩陣的一個總和本徵値 
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Linear algebra is the foundation of modern mathematics. One of the famous 
problems in linear algebra is characterizing the eigenvalues of sums of hermitian 
matrices, which goes back to the nineteenth century: Given three hermitian ma-
trices such that one is the sum of the other two, what can be said about the 
relationship of their eigenvalues? This was originally a problem in linear alge-
bra, but was solved using other fields in mathematics such as algebraic geometry, 
symplectic geometry and combinatorics. The eigenvalue problem is also closely 
related to other topics such as highest weight of tensor products of irreducible 
representations of GL{n, C), intersection of Schubert varieties, invariant factors 
of products of matrices with entries in a discrete valuation ring, and singular 
values of sums and products of matrices. 
The eigenvalue problem and the problems about the related topics were tack-
led by a number of mathematicians. Most of the classical work on the eigenvalue 
problem considered the possibilities of the eienvalues of the matrix 
d i a g ( a i， . . .，+ [/ diag(/?i，...，/?„)[/*, 
where diag(ai，..., denotes the diagonal matrix with entries (cvi,..., down 
the diagonal, and t/ is a unitary matrix. The first result was given by H. Weyl 
in 1912，who found a set of inequalities called Weyl's inequalities. After that, K. 
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Fan, V. B. Lidskii, H. Wielandt, L. Preede and R. C. Thompson also found some 
relationship of eigenvalues of a sum of two hermitian matrices. Meanwhile, some 
relations among the problems were found. In the paper [22], L. Leiseur proved 
that the coefficient for decomposing tensor products of irreducible representations 
of GL(n, C) is equal to the coefficient for multiplying Schubert classes by showing 
that both of them are controlled by the ring of symmetric polynomials, while T. 
Klein, based on Hall and Green's work, proved in his article [16] that the prob-
lem of decomposing tensor products of irreducible representations of G L ( n , C ) 
is equivalent to the problem of invariant factors of products of matrices. His 
method is to build a link between submodules of a discrete valuation ring and 
the Littlewood-Richardson algorithm which determines the coefficient in a tensor 
product of irreducible representations of GL{n, C). 
In 1962，Alfred Horn took a systematic study into the inequalities found by 
the previous mathematicians. He raised a general conjecture in his paper [14], 
saying that a necessary and sufficient condition for a triple of weakly decreasing 
sequences of real numbers to occur as eigenvalues of three hermitian matrices, 
one being the sum of the other two, is that the eigenvalues satisfy a set of in-
equalities. This conjecture is called the Horn's conjecture. In the earlier times, 
mathematicians working on the Horn's conjecture were not familiar with Schu-
bert calculus in algebraic geometry, and most of them proved special cases of the 
inequalities using linear algebra only. It wasn't until 1979 that connection be-
tween eigenvalues of hermitian matrices and Schubert calculus was made. In the 
article [17], A. A. Klyachko studied this matter thoroughly. Prom the relation be-
tween eigenvalues of hermitian matrices and Schubert calculus, an operator called 
Rayleigh trace is derived. Moreover, he noticed that if the eigenvalues of a n x n 
hermitian matrix are non-negative integers, then they correspond to a partial flag 
variety in C".. Hence for m hermitian matrices with all eigenvalues integral and 
non-negative, there is a corresponding product of m partial flag varieties. By the 
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Pliicker, Veronese and Segre embeddings, this product of partial flag varieties can 
be embedded into a projective space. If C is the restriction of the line bundle from 
the projective space to the product of partial flag varieties, then by the Borel-
Weil theorem, the space of sections of the line bundle C on the product of partial 
flag varieties is isomorphic to the tensor product of m irreducible representations 
of GL(n, C) such that the highest weights of each irreducible representation are 
equal to the eigenvalues of each hermitian matrix. Using the above facts, together 
with some tools in geometric invariant theory, like the Hilbert-Mumford criterion 
for stability and the Kempf-Ness theory of stability, Klyachko proved two the-
orems. One of the theorems together with a simple equality solves the Horn's 
conjecture, while the other provides a relationship between the eigenvalue prob-
lem and the representation problem. Klyachko's theorems can also be proved 
by means of the theory of moment maps in symplectic geometry. The crucial 
step is the Symplectic-GIT equivalence, which says that the symplectic quotient 
is isomorphic to the geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotient, as A. Knutson 
stated in his article [18]. Knutson and T. Tao proved the saturation conjecture 
in their article [19], based on the work of A. Berenstein and A. Zelevinsky on a 
special type of combinatorial configuration called Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone in 
5]. Knutson and Tao used a, new description of the Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone 
called the “ honeycomb" model. Using the connection between honeycombs and 
tensor products of irreducible representations of GL[n,C), they transformed the 
representation problem into a problem in honeycombs, and used the concept of 
largest lift of honeycombs to prove the saturation conjecture. The saturation 
conjecture was re-proved by A. Buch in [6] using another type of combinatorial 
configuration called "hive". The proven saturation conjecture, together with Kly-
achko's result, showed that if a = (a! ’ . . . , (5 二 (/?i，...，/3„)，7 = ( 7 1 , • • • , 7 n ) are 
weakly decreasing sequences of n integers, then a, occur as the eigenvalues 
of n X n hermitian matrices A,B,C = A + B if and only if the representation V^ 
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of GL(n, C) occurs in Va<S)V0. Furthermore, in the paper [21], Knutson, Tao and 
C. Woodward used the concept of overlaying honeycombs, together with another 
type of combinatorial configuration called “ puzzle", to determine the minimal 
set of inequalities essential for the existence of hermitian matrices with given 
eigenvalues. 
W. Fulton summarized their result in his survey [10], proving the Horn's 
conjecture and the related theorems. One of the main results is that if a = 
(o；!,..., an), = (A)…,Pnh 7 = (71’ •••,7n) are weakly decreasing sequences of n 
non-negative integers, the following are equivalent: 
(i) (a, (3�7) occurs as eigenvalues of n x n matrices A,B,C = A-\- B. 
(ii) The representation V^ of GL[n,C) occurs in Va Vp. 
(iii) The Schubert class a^ occurs in ctq, • a^. 
(iv) {a, 7) occurs as invariant factors of nx n matrices A, B, C with C = AB. 
Furthermore, Fulton extended the Horn's conjecture to the cases of real symmetric 
and quaternionic hermitian matrices, showing that the eigenvalues of complex 
hermitian matrices in the Horn's conjecture are exactly the same as those of 
real symmetric and quaternionic hermitian matrices. He also extended the result 
from finite dimensional hermitian operators to compact self-adjoint operators on 
a Hilbert space. In the case of invariant factors of products of matrices, he derived 
a solution to the Carlson problem and the general Carlson problem from the main 
result. Moreover, he generalized the results from the sum of two matrices to the 
sum of m matrices for arbitrary m > 2. Finally, in the end of his paper, he 
discussed a number of further problems such as characterizing the eigenvalues of 
a number of unitary matrices whose product is the identity matrix, analogues of 
the theorems for other Lie groups, and the relation between representations of 
the symmetric group and eigenvalues of hermitian matrices. 
Our main object in this thesis is to describe the procedures of solving the 
Horn's conjecture and other related problems. In the next chapter, we describe 
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the eigenvalue problem and each of the related topics: highest weight of tensor 
products of irreducible representations of GL{n, C), intersection of Schubert vari-
eties, invariant factors of products of matrices with entries in a discrete valuation 
ring, and singular values of sums and products of matrices. In Chapter 3, we 
give two different approaches to prove Klyachko's theorems, one uses geometric 
invariant theory, while the other uses symplectic geometry. In Chapter 4，we de-
scribe the sketch of proof of the saturation conjecture. In Chapter 5，we prove the 
Horn's conjecture and the related theorems. The last chapter contains a number 
of further problems related to the Horn's conjecture. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter we describe each of the problems: eigenvalues of sums of her-
mitian matrices, highest weights of tensor products of irreducible representations 
of GL(n, C), intersection of Schubert varieties, invariant factors of products of 
matrices with entries in a discrete valuation ring, and singular values of sums 
and products of matrices. We give some relations among the problems in the last 
section of this chapter. 
2.1 Eigenvalues of Sums of Hermitian Matrices 
Let he n X n hermitian matrices. Denote the eigenvalues of A by 
a = (cKi,..., where a i > ... > 
Similarly, denote the eigenvalues of B and C by P = ( A , ...,/?„) and 7 二 
(7 i ’ . " ’ 7n) respectively, where /?i > ... > (3n and 71 > ... > 7^.The problem 
we are interested in is: What a,/?,7 can be the eigenvalues of n x n hermitian 
matrices A,B,C = A + B7 
One obvious necessary condition is that tr C — tr A-j- tr B, i.e. 
n n n 
= + (2.1) 
i=l i=l i=l 
6 
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As before, we denote the eigenvalues of n x n hermitian matrices A,B,C = A+ 
B by a,/?,7, where a = (ai’... ’a„)，P = ...，/?„), 7 = (7i，...，7„) are weakly 
decreasing sequences of real numbers. The following shows a list of inequalities 
of the eigenvalues found by a number of mathematicians: 
1. H. Weyl(1912): 
+ + (2.2) 
2. K. Fan(1949): 
r r r 
J ] S 丨 + X l A Vr < n. (2.3) 
i=l i=l i=l 
3. V. B. Lidskii(1950): 7 lies in the convex hull of the points a + Pa, where a 
varies over 5n, and f3a = •••,Pa{n))-
4. H. Wielandt: the condition given by Lidskii is equivalent to 
r 
7i < ^ + ^ / ^ i V/ C { l , . . . , n } such that |/| = r \/r < n. (2.4) 
i€l iel i=l 
Let I = {zi, J = { j i , . . . ’ j r} ’ K = {/ci,..., kr} such that 
1 < ii < ... < ir < n, 1 < ji < ... < jr < ki < ... < kr < n. 
(The sets /, J, K appearing in this thesis will always be defined in the above way) 
Denote (*/J/() be the following inequality: 
+ {^IJK) 
kei< iei j&J 
5. L. Freede and R. C. Thompson: 
i^IJK) holds ifkp = ip^jp-pyi<p< r, ^ + j； < n + r. (2.5) 
Example 1. Here is an example of the Weyl's inequalities (2.2). Let A, B be n x n 
hermitian matrices with eigenvalues a , (3 respectively such that rank(y4. — B)= 
r <n. Then Q；^  —/？^  = 0 Vz > r. Apply Weyl's inequality to the triple B,A — B,A 
with i = k,j = r + lL gives 
ak+r < + ftr+i - Pr+I 二 A： for 1 g /c $ 72 — r. 
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Interchanging A and B gives 
Pk+r < cvfc for 1 < A; < n - r. 
In particular, put r = \ gives 
c^ k+i < P k < c^k-i for 1 < /c < n. 
This is called the interlacing theorem, which says that between any two odd 
numbered (or even numbered) eigenvalues of A (resp. B), there is at least one 
eigenvalue of B (resp. A). 
In fact, for n = 2, the equality (2.1) and the Weyl's inequalities (2.2), which 
say 
7i + 72 = tti + + A + 
7 l < + A , 7 2 < +/?2,72 < + A， 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for a = (ai,0:2), P = 7 = 
(71,72), where ai > 0:2, Pi > /52, 7i > 72, to occur as eigenvalues of 2 x 2 
hermitian matrices A,B,C = A-\- B. 
In 1962, A. Horn raised a conjecture about characterizing the eigenvalues of 
sums of hermitian matrices in his paper [14]: 
Vr < n, define the following sets: 
》 + 》 仏 ! l ! ： ^ } ， 
i€i jeJ kei< 
27 = � a n d 
feF 9€G heH 
V ( F , G , / / ) e r ; , V p < r } f o r r > l . 
(Note that the inequalities ( * / w i t h (/, J, K) G T? = U^ are Weyl's inequal-
ities (2.2)) 
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H o r n ' s C o n j e c t u r e . A triple (a,/?,7) occurs as eigenvalues of n x n hermitian 
matrices A, C = A + 5 if and only if J：二 1 卞 = o ^ i + E L i A and {^IJK) 
holds <n. 
The Horn's conjecture is true, and is also valid in the real symmetric and 
quaternionic hermitian cases. For the real symmetric and quaternionic hermitian 
cases, the eigenvalues are exactly the same as those in the complex hermitian case. 
Furthermore, the conjecture can be extended from finite dimensional hermitian 
operators to compact self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. Let A be such 
an operator. Then A has a sequence of positive eigenvalues ai > a2 > ... and 
a similar sequence of negative eigenvalues. Only the positive eigenvalues will be 
considered. These will be proved in §5.1 and §5.2 
Mathematicians also look for a minimal set of inequalities (^IJK) which are 
essential, i.e. a set of inequalities that determines the facets of the cone. In fact, 
the inequalities (*IJK) V(/, J, K) E T^, r < n are minimal for n < 5, but not 
for larger n. Here is an example: 
E x a m p l e 2. Consider (/’</’/() = ({1 ,3,5}, {1 ,3 ,5} , {2,4,6}) e T|. V weakly 
decreasing 6-tuples of real numbers let a � 二 a i + a 3 + a 5 , Qg = 0；2+0：4+0；6-
Similarly, define /?o,/?e,7o and 1 Then Ofg < a � , 丛 < P � a n d 7e < 7o. z. 2 � < 
7o + 7e = + Q;e + /?o + /^ e < 2^0 + 2/3o. ••. 7e S + Hence the corresponding 
inequality {^IJK) is redundant. 
For n X n hermitian matrices A, B,C with C = A-\- B^ we can also consider 
the possibilities of a particular eigenvalue 7/0 of C , where k is fixed, in terms of 
the eigenvalues of A and B. C. R. Johnson found a result saying that the A:th 
largest eigenvalue of C = A-{- B can take any values in the following interval: 
max ai + pj < < min ai + Pj. 
i+j=n+k i+j=k+l 
Since the Horn's conjecture is true, Vr < n, V(/, J, K) G T^, and A, B, C be 
any n x n hermitian matrices such that C = A + B with eigenvalues a, (3,卞 the 
inequalities {*IJK) hold. However, we are interested to know what other triples 
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(I, J, K) C {1，...，n} of cardinality r also make the inequalities {^IJK) true. This 
gives rise to the following question, addressed by Horn and B. P. Zwahlen: 
What triples (/, J, K) C {1, ...,n} of cardinality r give true inequalities {*IJK) 
for eigenvalues of all n x n hermitian matrices A, B,C = A B7 
We denote this set H^. The fact that Horn's Conjecture is true implies that 
T；} C H^, but how large is the set H^? 
Horn and Zwahlen found the answer for r < 2 : 
H^ = {juj2}, {kuh})\ii-\-h < h + l,il+j2 <k2 + l, 
12 +jl < /ca + + Z2 + ji + j2 <ki + k2 + 3}. 
Horn and Zwahlen showed that for r < 2 and any triple (/, J, K) not in H^ or 
H2, 3 diagonal matrices A, B, C-hA-{-B of which the eigenvalues violate {^IJK). 
Here is an example: 
Example 3. Let n be any natural number, r = 1, I = {i} = {1}, J 二 { j } = 2, 
K = {k} = 1. -ri-^-j = 3>2 = k^ 1 , ( /，J , K) is not in H^. 
Let A 二 5 = diag(l, 0,..., 0) (diag(l, 0, ...，0) denotes the diagonal matrix with 
entries 1,0’. . . , 0 down the diagonal), C = A + B = diag(2,0，..., 0). 
= 2 � 1 二 a i + 
.. .the inequality {*IJK) is violated. 
They hoped that for any n 6 N and r < n, H^ H U^ = T^. Unfortunately, 
this is not true. The following is a counterexample: 
Example 4. Let n = 25, r = 5，/ = {1 ,3 ,4 ,16 ,21} , J = { 1 , 4 , 5 , 1 4 , 2 1 } , 
= {5，10，15，20，25}. 
j€J k&K 
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V weakly decreasing 25-tuples a,/?,7 such that 7i = + Y^^i A , 
4 25 
5 ^ 7 5 + 5 3 < 
s=0 i=l 
25 25 
= E � + 
i=l i=l 
4 4 






< E � + 
iei j&J 
Take F 二 G = {1,2，4,5}，丑={2’ 3’ 4’ 5}. Then {F,G,H) e r | , but 
f€F g€G heH 
(I, J, K) is not in 
The above example shows that the set H^ is not as trivial as one thinks. For 
triples (/，J, K) not in T" , there are hermitian matrices A, B, C = A + B of which 
the eigenvalues a , P, 7 violate the inequality (*/J/()，but the violating matrices 
are not so easy to find. Here is an example: 
Example 5 (A. Buch). Consider / = J ：= {1，3’ 5，6}，二 {2’ 3,6，9}. 
E “ E 产 30 = 仏 i ^ . 
i€i jeJ kei< 
...{I,J,K)eU!. 
Let A = diag(2，0’l，2’0’l，0’0’0)’ 
r i 
B is the direct sum of the matrix ^ 2 and diag(2,1,1,0,0,0,0). 
vS 1 
2 • 
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r 5 A^l 
Then C = A+B is the direct sum of the matrix ^ 2 and diag(3,3,1,1,0,0,0). 
^ i 
_ 2 2 _ 
The eigenvalues of A, B, C are 
= = ( 2 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) , 7 = (3,3,3,1 ,1 ,1 ,0,0,0). 
k£K iei jeJ 
.•• the inequality {*IJK) is violated. Hence {^IJK) is not in Tf. 
However, ii A = diag(ai,..., ag), B = diag(/3i,...,/^g) and C = A+B = diag(7i, ...,79) 
with a\ > ... > ag, > ... > and 71 > ... > 79, then = cti + (3i for 1 < z < 9. 
...72 + 73 + 76 + 79 < 7l + 73 + 75 + 76 = + + + Q!6 + + + /?5 + Pq-
Therefore, no diagonal 9 x 9 hermitian matrices can have eigenvalues violating 
We will use the following notation throughout the thesis: Let /, J, K C 
{1, ...,n} such that |/| = \ J\ = \K\ = r. Define A 二 A(/) = (v —r, — 1). Sim-
ilarly, define fi = A(J), u = A(/(). We say that (入’ a^ ’ y) corresponds to (/，J , K). 
Note that (/, J, K) G U? ^ELi "i 二 + TJUl^i. Moreover, for any 
I C {1, ...,n}, denote I' = {i\n 1 — i e I}. 
2.2 Highest Weights 
Let y be a representation of GL(n,C). A vector v e V is called a weight 
vector with weight a = (ai, . . . , with a; e Z Vz, if 
X • V = x^^.-x^^'v MX = diag(a;i, ^ 0 \fi. 
A weight vector v is called a highest weight vector if B-v G C*v for all non-singular 
upper triangular matrix B. The corresponding weight a is called a highest weight 
of V. It is a fact that any irreducible representation of GL{n, C) has a unique 
highest weight (see §8.2 of [7] for the proof). 
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Let a = ( c v i , a n ) , where a ! > ... > are integers. Denote V^ be the 
irreducible representation of GL{n, C) with highest weight a. For any weakly 
decreasing sequences of n integers a,/?, let Va 0 Vp = where 7 is a 
weakly decreasing sequence of n integers, and c “ e N U {0}. This leads to the 
following problem: When does Vy occur in Va <S) VJj, i.e. when is c:^ > 0? 
One obvious condition is that 
n n n 
i=l i=l i=l 
Example 6. a = (ai , . . . , a^), jS = (1,..., 1). Then V/3 is the one-dimensional 
determinant representation, and Va®Vi3 = V"(ai+i’...，a„+i). 
The problem is unchanged if each representation is tensored by the determi-
nant representation several times. Hence we can assume that each of a,/?,7 is 
a partition, i.e. each of them is a weakly decreasing sequence of non-negative 
integers. If a is a partition, then the representation Va is called a Schur module. 
For details about constructions of such representations, see §8 of [7]. 
For partitions a,/?,7 such that X^JLi 7i 二 Z l i i 叫 + ZlILi there is a com-
binatorial formula for c:卢，called the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient, which is 
defined as follows: 
For a partition a of length n, the Young diagram of a is an array consisting 
of E^^itti boxes, lined up at the left, with boxes in the ith row, and the rows 
arranged from top to bottom. The following figure shows the Young diagram of 
(5,4,3,1): 
Figure 1. The Young diagram of (5,4,3,1). 
A filling of natural numbers in the Young diagram of a is called a tableau of 
shape a if the entries in each row are weakly increasing from left to right, and the 
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entries in each column are strictly increasing from top to bottom. We say that a 
tableau has content (" i , ...，"„) if the integer i occurs pi times for 1 < z < n. Let 
a , 7 be partitions such that cvi < 7i for 1 < z < n. We call the complement of 
the Young diagram of a in that of 7 the skew diagram, denoted by Similar 
to the definition of a tableau, define a skew tableau corresponding to the skew 
diagram 7 \ a . The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c:^ is the number of skew-
tableaux of shape 'y\a with content (3 such that when the entries are listed from 
right to left in rows, from the top row to the bottom, they form a lattice word. 
Such a skew tableau is called a Littlewood-Richardson skew tableau. 
Example 7. if a = (3,2,1 ,0), (3 二（3，2’2，0), 7 二（5,4,3，1), then there are 
three possible fillings of the skew diagram 7 \ a with content /3. Hence = 3: 
1 1 1 1 " 1 1 1 | T ] 1 1 |T" 
— 2 I 3 I ~ T T = 1 1 
� 
Figure 2. The three possible fillings of the skew diagram with content 
where a = (3’ 2,1,0),/? = (3,2,2,0), 7 = (5’4’3’ 1). 
Two special cases of the rule are known as Pieri's formula: 
C a s e 1 . Q! = (ai , . . . , /? = (p). Then the possible 7 for which c � > 0 are 
those 7 = (7i ’ . . . ’7„+i) with 7i > cti > 72 > > … > 7n > ^n > 7n+i > 0, 
and 7i = (For representations of GL{n, C), 7n+i = 0). In this 
case = 1，and the Young diagram of 7 is obtained from that of a by adding 
p boxes, with no two in any column. 
Case 2. a = ( a i , q : „ ) , (3 = (1,..., 1) consisting of p I's. Then the possible 
7 for which c^^ > 0 are those 7 二 (7i，...，7f) with < 7i < Ofi+i Vz, and 
7i = + P- In this case cj^ = 1，too, and the Young diagram of 7 is 
obtained from that of a by adding p boxes, with no two in any row. 
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Let a , /?, 7 be weakly decreasing n-tuples of integers. The condition for c:^ > 0 
is, in fact, exactly the same as that for (a,/?,7) to occur as eigenvalues of n x n 
hermitian matrices A,B,C = A-\- B. This will be proved in §5.3. 
Define the sets S^, R^ by: 
In §5.1，we will show that S? = T " Vn, r < n, and in the theorems involving 
the inequalities {*IJK), the sets T " can be replaced by the smaller sets R^. 
Besides representation of general linear groups, we can also consider the rep-
resentation of finite symmetric groups. The irreducible representation of the 
symmetric group Sa is indexed by a partition a of a, and is denoted by Va, which 
is called a Specht module. If are partitions of a,b respectively, then the 
representation V^ is a representation of Sa x Sb. As in the case of repre-
sentations of GL(n,C), we have the decomposition Va ® V(3 = where 
V^ is a representation of Sa+b^  induced from <8) V^ by the standard inclusion 
Sa X Sb C Sa+b- It was found that C^ 召 is equal to the Littlewood-Richardson 
coefficient c二广 For details, see §7 of [7 . 
2.3 Schubert Calculus 
For m , n G N with n $ m, let X = GV(n,m) be the set of n-dimensional 
subspaces of C"^ (Grassmannian). A complete flag of C"^ is denoted by 
F . :0 = F o < F i < . . . = 
where dim Fi = i iov 0 < i < m and A < B denotes A is a subspace of B. 
For any P = {pi, ...,Pn} such that 1 < Pi < ••• < Pn < define the Schubert 
cell by 
iTpiF.) = { L e X \ d i m ( L n F^) = i ioi Pi < k < Pi+^O <i<n}, 
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where po = = m + 1. 
The closure of the Schubert cell is the Schubert variety, denoted by 
np{F.) = { L e X \ d i m ( L 门 Fp.) >iioil<i<n}. 
Note that dim flp{F^) = - i). The homology classes up = [Qp(F,)] G 
are independent of the choice of the flag F,(since GL(n,C) acts 
transitively on the flags), and they form a Z-basis for . 
Let Q； be a partition with ai < m — n and denote \a\ = X^ILi Define 
cTa 6 whose cap product with the fundamental class of X is up, where 
P = {pi, •••iPn} such that Pi = m — n + 2 — Qfi Vz. Identifying homology and 
cohomology by this Poincare duality isomorphism, we have: 
(7a = ujp, where ai = m - n + i — Pi ioi I < i < n. 
The classes a^ form a Z-basis for H*X. For any partitions ot, (3, a^ • crp = 
E 7 f^s^-yy where d^p € N U {0} and the sum is over all 7 with 
n n n 
i=\ i=l i=\ 
The problem is: When does cr^  occur in the product aa-crp, i.e. when i s � ^ > 0? 
Example 8. Let a be any partition, p = k = (k,0, ...，0). Then 
Oa . = 
7 
where the sum is over those 7 whose Young diagram is obtained from that of a 
by adding k boxes, with no two in any column. This is called as Pieri's formula. 
Example 9. There is a determinantal expression for any schubert classes in 
terms of the basic classes cr^ , called Giambelli formula: 
Ca = det((7ai+j-l)l<ij<n-
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We prove the Giambelli formula by induction on n. The case of n = 1 is 
trivial. For n = 2, let a = (ai,0:2) with ai > 0:2 > 0. By Pieri's formula, 
a2 —1 
fc=0 
...(Jai . CTaa — CTc^ i + l • = Cr(ai,a2) " 
(^ai CTai+l 
• •• CTa = . 
� 2 — 1 C^e2 
Assume the formula holds for some n — 1. For any partition a = (ai, . . . , a^), 
Cai • • . ^ai+n—2 
n 
1 , / � V ^ / 1 \i ^ai-i-i ... CToci-i+n-i 
aet[ao,i+j-l)l<iJ<n = 丄 ) • 
z=l ^^ cti+i—i—2 • • • �i+l+n—i—2 
• • • ^a-n-l 
n 
~〉二(-1) ^ai+n-i . <7(a;i’...’ai-i，ai+i —l’...’an-l) 
i=l 
=Cr(ai,...,a„) = (^ a-
For more about multiplying Schubert classes, see [12]. 
The answer to the problem of products of Schubert classes is exactly the same 
as that of the eigenvalue problem, and it will be proved in §5.4. 
Among the cohomology classes, there is a top class cjp = a;{i’...’„}(p = (m — 
n, ...,m - 72))，the class of a point, which generates the top cohomology group, 
i.e. = Z . (7p. Identify this top cohomology group with Z. 
The dual of the class cTq, is 0-^ /, where a' = (m — n — ..., m — n — ai) , i.e. 
for |q;| + = n{m - n), aa • cr^ = ap ii P = a ' , and 0 otherwise. 
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•••if Eh li = E I L i 叫 + A , then 
CTa-(Tp- a^' = ^ 心(75 . oy = (P^^cr^ • oy = (J^沪p. 
5 
Hence the class a^ occurs in CTq, • ap exactly when the product • cr^  • a y is a 
non-zero multiple of the top class. 
A fact which will be used in this thesis: 
For each 1 < s < A;, let P(s) = {pi(s), ...,Pn(s)} where 1 < pi{s) < 
...< Puis) < m Vs, and F,(s) is any complete flag. If Yts=i ^p{s) + 0, then 
n二 =1 0 . This comes from a fact in intersection theory (see [9]), 
saying that the intersection of classes of varieties has a representation on the 
intersecton of the varieties. The converse is also true for general flags F,(s). 
2.4 Invariant Factors 
Let jR be a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter tt. The two 
most common examples are: 
1. R = C{2；} the ring of convergent power series, with tt = z. 
2. R = Zp the ring of p-adic integers, with tt = p. 
Consider A e Mn{R) with det + 0. By elementary row and column opera-
tions, A can be reduced to diag(7r°^^ for unique integers ai > ... > an > 0, 
i.e. there exist U,V e GL{n,R) such that UAV 二 diag(7r"i’ …，兀“").We call 
a = (ai , . . . , an) the invariant factors (or Smith invariants) of A. 
Let A = C o k e r � . T h e n ^ is a torsion module with at most n generators, 
and is isomorphic to We call a = (ai , . . . , the invariant 
factors of A. 
For non-singular matrices A, B, C with C 二 AB, denote their cokernels by 
A, B, C respectively. We have a short exact sequence: 
O-^B-^C-^A^O, i.e. 5 C C and C/B 兰 A. 
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Conversely, such a short exact sequence corresponds to non-singular matrices 
A, B^ C with C = AB. The problem for invariant factor of products of matrices 
is: What a , 7 can be the invariant factors of non-singular matrices A^ B^ C 
with C = ABl 
One obvious condition is 
n n n 
= + = det A det B) 
i=l i=l i = l 
The answer to the question is, again, exactly the same as that of the eigenvalue 
problem, and it will be proved in §5.5. 
The result can be extended to any principal ideal domain R. For A e Mn{R) 
with det A + 0, there exist U,V ^ GL{n, R) such that UAV = diag(ai’ . . . ’ a„) 
with a„|...|ai. a 二（ai’ ...，a打）are called invariant factors of A. The result gives a 
solution of the Carlson Problem, which will be proved in §5.5. 
The result can also be extended to any field. Let F be a field. A matrix 
A G Mr{¥) has invariant factors ap\...\ai e F � . T h e y are the invariant factors 
of the F � - m o d u l e F", where t acts on by t • v = Av for v E F", i.e. F " = 
Fi 0 ... © ¥p,¥i = F � / < ai(t) >,ap\...\ai. The result gives a solution of the 
original Carlson Problem, which will be proved in §5.5. 
2.5 Singular Values of Sums and Products 
We use the following notation: For u 二 (lii，...’i/„)，^; 二 (vi, G C" , 
< u,v > = 二 1 UiVi (standard hermitian inner product), and = y/< u, u >. 
For m,n e N, A e M爪xn(C)，A*A is hermitian. .•. 3 orthonormal basis 
{t*!,…，tVi} of C^ consisting of eigenvectors of A* A with corresponding eigenvalues 
ai,...’ an such that a i > ... > > 0 = ov+i = ... = Let V = vi ... ^ 
U{n). For 1 <i < q = min{m,n}, let a^  = Construct D G Mmxn(Q with 
ai , . . . , aq down the diagonal and zero otherwise. Then {Avi , . . . , Avr] is orthogonal, 
and ai = for 1 < z < Let Ui = + A v i for 1 < 2 < r. Extend {lii, ...,Ur} to 
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an orthonormal basis {wi, of C"^. Let U = m ... Um ^ U{m). Then 
A = UDV* is called the singular value decomposition of A. a = (ai,…，〜）are 
called the singular values of A which have the following properties: 
1. 土A, 士A* have the same singular values as A. 
2. if m < n, then aj,..., a^ are the eigenvalues of AA*. 
3. if n < m, then af, are the eigenvalues of A*A. 
� 0 
4. The eigenvalues of the matrix are 
0 
ai > ... > ttg > 0 > ... > 0 > — ttg > ... > —ai, with |m — n| zeroes in the middle. 
If A is a real matrix, then A* A = A* A is real symmetric. Hence 3 orthonormal 
basis { f i , . . . , i'n} of R " consisting of eigenvectors of A^A, so the orthonormal 
vectors lii, ...，t^ m can be set to be real, too. Therefore, we can make the matrices 
U e U{m),V e V(n) in the singular value decomposition of A to be real matrices, 
i.e. U e 0{m),V e 0(n). 
We have the following problem for singular values of sums of matrices: What 
a, b, c can be the singular values of m x n matrices A, B,C = A + B7 
Given a = {ai,..., a^) where ai > ... > > 0, define 
a = ((ii，...，dq, 0，•••’ 0’ -ttg,...’ - a i ) , with \m — n\ zeroes in the middle. Similarly, 
define 7 from b, c respectively. For I,J,Kc { 1 , … ’ m + n } such that |/| = | J| = 
阅 二 r < m + n, define I' = {i e ( l , . . . , m + n)|m + n + 1 — i G /}, and define 
J', K' similarly. The inequality {*IJK) on determines a corresponding 
inequality on a, b, c, denoted by: 
Ck- Cfc < ^i- Y. ^^  + “ bj- i^^IJK) 
k£K,k<q k€l<',k<q iel,i<q iel',i<q jeJ,j<q jeJ',j<q 
liC = A-\-B, then 
0 c ] � 0 � 0 5 
= + . 
C* 0 yl* 0 � [B* 0 
Using this fact and Property 4，we can deduce from Horn's conjecture a. condition 
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for a triple (a, b, c) to occur as singular values of A, B, C with C = A + B. The 
result will be proved in §5.6. 
In contrast to the eigenvalue problem discussed in §2.1，if a triple (a, c) 
occur as singular values of complex matrices A^ B, C with C = A-\- B, there may 
not exist real matrices A,B,C = A-{-B with singular values (a,6,c). Here are 
two examples: 
Example 10. Consider complex 1 x 1 matrices. Let A = 1 ,B = e访 where 
Q is any real number. Then the singular values a,b of A, B respectively are 
a = b = 1. 
C = A + B= [i + e 叫 = [ 2 e f c o s f • 
. . .The singular value of C is c 二 2| cos ！丨，so c can take any value in 0 < c < 2. 
However, if A,B are real 1 x 1 matrices with singular values a = b = 1, 
then A, B can either be 1 or — l only, so the matrix C = A + B has three 
possibilities: 2 , 0 , - 2 . Hence the singular value of C must either be 0 or 
2. 
Example 11. Consider 3 x 3 matrices. Let a = == (1’ 1’ 0), c = ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) . In the 
complex case, (a, 6’ c) occur as singular matrices (7 二 + where 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
A= 0 e 宇 0 ,B = 0 ef 0 ，C^  二 乂 + 5 二 0 1 0 • 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
However, in the real case, there are no 3 x 3 real matrices A, B, C = A-\- B 
with singular values a, b, c. This is proved as follows: 
Consider the singular value decomposition of 3 x 3 real matrices A, B, C = 
A + B-. 
A = /7iDV/，B 二 [72DI/2'，C = UzVz\ 
1 0 0 
where f/i，[/2，[/3，Vi’V2,\/3e 0 ( 3 ) ， 0 1 0 . 
0 0 0 
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Hence C G 0(3), i.e. C*C = / (/ denotes the identity matrix). 
Write Ui = u u u u Wis » = U21 U22 U23 ’ = vu v ^ V13 , = 
V21 V22 V23 • Then 
Avn = Un,Avi2 = ui2,Avi3 = 0， 
BV21 = U21, BV22 = U22, Bv2Z = 0. 
V unit vector v G M ,^ v = CiVn + C2V12 + C2,Viz for some Ci,C2,C3 6 E such that 
Ci + C2 + C3 = 1’ Av = CiUii + C2W12, and A^Av = CiVn + C2V12. (... vu.vu are 
eigenvectors of A^A) 
：.\Av\ = 1 cl + 4 = 1 
^ C3 = 0 
分 A^Av = V. 
Similarly, V unit vector v 6 
••• \Bv\ = 1 分？； = cii»2i + C2V22 for some Ci,C2,C3 e M such that c^ + cl = 1 
B^Bv = V. 
Cvi3 = {A + B)vu = Bvu \Bvu\ = ICv^l = 1 
= C1V21 + C2V22 for some Ci,C2, C3 G M 
such that Cj + C2 = 1 
< Vi3,V23�= Ci < f 2 1 , V23 > + C 2 < � = 
Similarly, we have |Ai;23| = 1. 
.••3 orthonormal basis { f i , of R^ such that 
Avi = Wu,Av2 = 1^ 12, = 0, 
BVi = W21, BV2 = 0，BVs = W2Z, 
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where |ii;n| = |u»i2| = = |^ ^23丨=1. 
< 1^11, 1^12 > = < AVi, AV2 > = < Vi, A^AV2 > = < Vi,V2 >= 0, 
< W21,W23 > = < Bvi, Bvz > = < Vi,B^BV3 > = < Vi,V3 > = 0, 
< ' 1 ^ 2 3 � = < Av2,Bv3 > = < Cv2,Cv3 > = < V2, C^Cv^ > = < V2,Vz > = 0, and 
< Cvi, CV2 > = < VI,C^CV2 >=< 1>1,V2〉二 0 
< (乂 + 5>1’4?；2 >二 0 
玲 < Avi,AV2 > + < BVI,AV2 >= 0 
< W2l,Wi2 >= 0. 
Similarly, < W\\^ W2z > = 0. 
...{？i；!!, ly 12,^ ^23}, are orthonormal bases of R^. 
Wii = 土 X W23, W2i = 土 X W23’ where W12 x W23 denotes the cross product 
of W12 and IU23 in 
.•. ujn = 土^ 2^1. 
If Wii = W21, then |w;ii + := = 2. 
If Wn = -W21, then Wn + W21 = 0. .•. \wn + W2i\ = 0. 
However, wu + W21 = Avi + Bvi = Cvi , ... |u»ii + w;2i| = 巧 | 二 1. 
Some of the inequalities (* * UK) are redundant. Here is an example: 
Example 12. For 4 x 4 matrices, consider the triple 
(/’ J, K) = ({1，3’ 5}，{2,3,5}, {2’ 4,7}) 6 The corresponding inequality 
(* * UK) is 
C2 + C4 — C2 = ai + as — 04 + 62 + 63 ~ 64. 
In fact, this inequality can be deduced from the following inequalities: 
C4 < + 62,^4 < ai,64 < 63-
Hence the inequality (* * UK) is redundant. 
Example 13. Again, consider 4 x 4 matrices. Let (/, J, K) = ({3，7}，{2,3}，{4，8}) G 
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T|. Then the corresponding inequality (* * UK) is 
C4 — Ci < as - a2 + b2 + 63， 
which is essential, i.e. it determines one of the facets of the cone. 
Rearrange the terms so that all the coefficients are positive: 
02 + C4 < ci + as + 62 + &3-
Consider n x n matrices, one would like to find the minimal set of inequalities 
(* * UK) which are essential, i.e. the inequalities which determine the facets of 
the cone of singular values. For n = 1, the minimal set of inequalities is 
{ci < ai + 61,61 < ai +ci,ai < 61 + c i } . 
For n > 2, Buch raised a conjecture for determining a minimal set of inequalities. 
He considered the following two conditions: 
(i) Let (I,J,K) C {l’."，2n} with |/| = |J| = \K\ = r < 2n. None of I,J,K 
contains a pair of the form {t, 2n + 1 — i} VI < t < n . 
In particular, (i) implies that r < n (If r > n, then by the pigeon hole rule, 
I, J, K must contain a pair of the form {t, 2n + 1 — i} for some 1 <t<n). 
For I C {1，•••’ 2n} of cardinality r such that I does not contain {t, 2n + 1 - t} 
VI < t < n, define 
7 = ...,2；} = {z G {1’ ...,2n}\i G / or 2n + 1 - i e /}, 
where i\ < ... < i” Similarly, define J, K from J, K respectively. The second 
condition is: 
(ii) {p < r\kp is not in K} = {p < is not in /} ]J{p < r\jp is not in J}. 
The condition (ii) means that if the inequality (* * U K ) is rewritten so that all 
the coefficients are positive, then for each position 1 < p <r, exactly one of the 
terms { a ;， q g ^ } is one the left, and the other two are on the right. Hence the 
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rewritten inequality has r terms on the left and 2r terms on the right. 
Consider the case in Example 13’ / = J = {2,3}, K = {1,4}. We have: 
{p < r\ip is not in 1} = {p < r\kp is not in K} = {1}，{p < r\jp is not in J} = 0. 
Hence the condition (ii) is satisfied. 
Conjecture (Buch). For n > 2, the inequalities 
1. ai > … 2 an 2 0 ， 2 ... > 6n > 0, ci > ... > Cn > 0’ and 
2. (* * UK) for (/，J, K) e Rl"^ where r < n, satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), 
define the facets of the cone of singular values of n x n matrices A, B,C = B. 
Buch has verified the conjecture for n < 4, but the conjecture remains unsolved 
for general n. 
One can also consider the singular values of products of matrices: What a, b, c 
can be the singular values of A, B, C with C 二 
The answer of the above question will be described in §5.6. 
2.6 Relations Among the Problems 
There are close relations among the problems described previously. Firstly, 
L. Leiseur proved that the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c^ ^ is equal to the 
coefficient d^^ for multiplying Schubert classes in his article [22]: 
Proposition 1. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient for decomposing tensor 
products of irreducible representations of GL(ji, C) is equal to the coefficient for 
multiplying Schubert classes, i.e. c:^ = of^ .^ 
Sketch of proof: As Fulton stated in [10], the character of the representations 
Va of GL{n,C) are the Schiir polynomials Sa{x) (x 二（a;!，…’ :c„))，which form 
a basis of the ring 八„ of symmetric polynomials in n variables. Hence we have 
Sa(oc) • S0(x) = J^ -y There is a ring homomorphism from the ring to 
H*(Gr(n,m)) which takes Sa(x) to the class cr�. Therefore, the two coefficients 
are equal. • 
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There is also a relationship between the problem of decomposing tensor prod-
ucts of irreducible representations of GL(n, C) and the problem of invariant fac-
tors of products of matrices. Using Hall and Green's result, T. Klein completed 
the proof of the following proposition in his paper ([16]): 
Proposition 2. If i? is a discrete valuation ring, and C is an i?-module with 
invariant factors 7，then 3 submodule B C C with invariant factors (3 such that 
A = C/B has invariant factors a iff c:^ > 0. 
Skeltch of proof: The main idea is to build a link between such submodiiles 
and the Littlewood-Richardson algorithm. As Fulton stated in [10], if is a 
submodule of C, the invariant factors 7(/c) of C/tt'^B from a chain of partitions 
a = 7(0) C 7(1) C ... C 7 � = 7 . Green showed that if we place a /c in each box 
of 7(A;)\7(/c — 1)，one obtains an array whose conjugate, obtained by changing the 
zth row to the ith column for each i and vice-versa, is a Littlewood-Richardson 
skew tableau for the conjugate partitions q:'，/?'，7'. Conversly, Klein showed that 
any such chain of partitions can be realized by some submodiiles B of C. Then 
use the fact that = c^^ V partitions a,/?,7 (see Lemma 4 of Chapter 5). 
Furthermore, consider the Hall polynomials whose top coefficient is cj^. 
Klein proved that if the residue of R is finite of cardinality q, then g^piQ) is the 
number of submodiiles B of C with invariant factor (3 such that the invariant 
factor of C/B is a. • 
The above two propositions imply that for partitions a, 7 of lengths at most 
n, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The representation V^ of GL(n, C) occurs in Va ® VJ3. 
(ii) The class a^ occur in ctq, • cr" in H*(Gr{n,m)) for any large m. 
(hi) (a, 7) occurs as invariant factors of n x n matrices A, B, C with C = AB. 
Proposition 1 implies (i) (ii), while Proposition 2 implies (i) (iii). The 
fact that the above three conditions are equivalent to the condition that (a,/?,7) 
occurs as eigenvalues of n x n matrices 或 5，(7 二 A + B will be proved in §5.1. 
Chapter 3 
Klyachko's Results 
A. A. Klyachko's results in his article [17] provide a main step towards the 
proof of Horn's conjecture. In this chapter we prove his results by two different 
approaches. Klyachko's original proof uses geometric invariant theory, while the 
other proof uses symplectic geometry. 
3.1 Klyacho's Proof 
In the article [17], Klyachko studied the relationship between eigenvalues of 
sums of hermitian matrices and Schubert calculus. He used this to define an 
operator on the space of n x n hermitian matrices and on Gr(r, n), which was 
called Rayleigh trace by W. Fulton in [10]. He noticed that the eigenvalues of 
hermitian matrices corresponded to a product of partial flag varieties, which can 
be embedded into a projective space. Applying the Borel-Weil theorem, the space 
of sections of the line bundle on the product of partial flag varieties is isomorphic 
to the tensor product of m irreducible representations of GL(n^ C) such that the 
highest weights of each irreducible representation are equal to the eigenvalues of 
each hermitian matrix. Furthermore, he used some important results in geometric 
invariant theory by D. Mumford, J. Forgarty and F. Kir wan in [23], and by G. 
27 
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Kempf and L. Ness in [15]. Fulton rewrote Klyachko's proof in another way in 
his article [8]. In this section we will mainly follow his proof in this article and 
his another paper [10 . 
3.1.1 Rayleigh Trace 
For a hermitian n x n matrix A with eigenvalues a = (ai,...,0；^), where 
a i > ... > choose orthogonal eigenvectors Vi such that Avi = aiVi. Define a 
complete flag F,(A) of C " so that Ff:(A) =< vi, ...,Vk > (< Vi,...,Vk > denotes 
the subspace of C " spanned by the vectors Vi, ...,Vk) for 1 < /c < n. VL < C", let 
{wi, ...,Ur} be an orthonormal basis of L. Define the Rayleigh trace by: 
r 
Ra(L) = X] < Aui,ui > . 
i=l 
Ra{L) is independent of the choice of the basis. In fact Ra{L) is the trace 
of the map ： 1/ ^ C " —^  C " L, where the first map is the inclusion, the 
second is given by A, and the third is orthogonal projection. 
Proposition 3. V/ C {1, ...,n} of cardinality r, 
y ^ cki = min RAiL). 
Proof: VL G V unit vector Ui e L f] Fi,{A), ui = EJLi where 
Cj G C for 1 < J < zi, and ^jli = 1. 
< Aui ,ui > = < A ^^ CjVj, ^ CjVj > 
j=i 
h n 
= < ^OijCjVj.^CjVj > 
j=i j=i 
=iSic/ 
3 = 1 
h 
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Similarly, V unit vector e I/A 巧2(乂) s.t. 丄^i, < Au2,U2 > > Oii2- Continue 
in this way, V orthonormal basis {lii, ...,Ur} of L such that Wfc e L n for 
each k, < Auk’Uk > > c^ik for 1 < /c < r. 
r 
••• RA{L) = ^ < AUI,UI >> Y^OII. 
i=l i£l 
The equality holds if and only if Au^ = cti^ Uk for 1 < A; < r, i.e. Uk = vi^  for 
1 < A; < r.D 
Corollary 1. For L e the only case the equality ^ 0 ； ^ = RA(L) 
holds is the case that L =< Ui, > with Auk = ai^Uk for 1 < /c < r. In 
this case A maps L (and hence 1/丄，too) to itself. If the eigenvalues cvi,..., a „ are 
distinct, then there is only one such L. 
Corollary 2. Let F',(A) be the flag with = < VN+I-K,…’^^几 > for 1 < /c < 
n, r = { i \ n + l - i } e L Then 
y ^ AI = m a x RA{L)-
^ LeQAFLiA)) 
Proof: Construct an orthonormal basis {lii, ...,UR} of L such that UK 6 L (1 
ioT 1 < k < r. By the similar method as in the proof of Proposition 
3，< AUK.UK > < cvir+i-fc for 1 < /c < r. Hence RA(L) < JZI^JOA- Taking 
L =< VI” > gives equality. • 
Corollary 3. Let Aj^ : L — C ” — C " L be the composite map defined as 
before, and let a f > ... > a^ be its eigenvectors. Then an-r+k < otj： < a^ for 
1 < k < r . 
Proof: Let {wi, ...,Wr} be an orthonormal basis of L with AlWi = afwi for 
1 < z < r. For 1 < /c < r, 
< lUi,...,Wk�n < V i , . . . " U f c - I 〉丄 = < Wi, ...,Wk > ri < Vk, ...,Vn 0 . 
If is a unit vector in it, then a^ << Av,v >< ak- Taking a unit vector in 
< Wk, > 门 < •Ui,…’ > gives the other inequality. • 
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Proposition 4 ([13]). Let A, B,C = A-\-Bhenxn hermitian matrices with 
eigenvalues a,j3,'y respectively. Then Vr < n, V(/, J, K) G S^, {*IJK) holds. 
Proof: It is obvious that R—A(L) + R-B{L) + Rc(L) = RO(L) = 0. 
Let ai > ... > an be the eigenvalues of A. Then a[ — -an > ... > = —o^i 
are the eigenvalues of —A. For I c {1, let 1' = {i\n + 1 - 2 6 / } . Then 
i€l' iel 
If / = {zi,..., v}, then 
A(/) = (ir - - 1), 
I' = = {n + 1 - 1 - ^ i } , and 
n-r + j-i'j = n - r + j - n - l + v + i - j = U+i-j - (r + 1 - j ) , 
which is the jth term of X(I). Hence from the definition of Schubert classes, 
Furthermore, we have: 
A(/') = (n + 1 — 2i — r, ...，n + 1 — ir — 1). 
For 1 < j < r, adding the jth. term of X{I') to the (r + 1 - j ) th term of A(/) gives 
72 + 1 _ ij — (7^  + 1 — j) + ij——j 二 n — r. 
<7\{1),(7\{1') are dual, i.e. (Ja(/) • (J\{j>) = o^n-ry if and only if / 二 J. 
Hence the following are equivalent: 
(i) crx{K) occurs in gx{i) • (J\{j), i.e. (/’ J, K) G 5；?. (By Proposition 2) 
(ii) ax{i) • o-A(j) • cfx^k') = ccr^n-ry for some c € N. 
(iii) uJi' • ujj! . ujk = C6j{i”..’r} for some c € N. 
The last condition implies that 
Qp{F.(-A)) n ^J.{F.{-B)) n * 0 . 
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Taking L in this intersection gives 
+ 只 - A L ) + R-b�L") + Rc{L) = 0 .口 
i£l j€J keK 
Remark: using A-}- B (—C) = 0，one deduces by a similar argument that 
+ ( 产 = 仏 … , 几 } \ 广)• 
k 巨 K'c iei'c jeJ'c 
In fact, ( I , J, K) e S^ if and only if (/'。，J'c, K") e S二. This will be proved in 
§5.1. 
3.1.2 Facts from Vector Bundles and Geometric Invariant 
Theory 
In this section we state a number of facts from vector bundles and geometric 
invariant theory which is needed in proving Klyachko's results. First of all, we 
need to define the following embeddings: 
Pliicker embedding. For any k < n, let Lk G Gr(k,n) be a /c-dimensional 
subspace in C " , and {ei, . . . , Cfc}, {/i, . . . , fk} be any bases of Lk. Then /iA...A/fc = 
忍；，…’::))ei A... ACfc, where 忍；’…’巧 is the Jacobian determinant for the change 
of basis from {ei，...’efc} to {/i , Hence the map Gr(k,n) P(八"VQ 
taking < ei, . . . , e^ > to [ei 八...八 efc] is well-defined, which is called the Pliicker 
embedding. 
V e r o n e s e e m b e d d i n g . Let V^  be a complex vector space and a be a non-
negative integer. We can take the symmetric tensor of any v E V a times to get 
e Sym^y. Vc G C*, ( c w广= c �。，s o the induced map F{V) P(Sym^(y)) 
taking [?;] to [^；“] is well-defined, which is called the Veronese embedding. 
S e g r e e m b e d d i n g . Let V, W be any complex vector spaces. Consider the 
mapping V xW V ^W taking {v,w) tov0w. \Jc�d e C*, cv<S>dw = cdv^w. 
Hence the induced map F{V) x P(M^) — F{V � W) taking ( H , H ) to [v 0 w] is 
well-defined, which is called the Segre embedding. 
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Besides the three embeddings, we also need the Borel-Weil theorem which 
gives a relationship between the space of sections of a line bundle and irreducible 
representations of GL(n,C). The whole Borel-Weil theorem is very complicated, 
and here we only state the part which is used to prove the Klyachko's results: 
Part of Borel-Weil Theorem. Let G be a complex semisimple Lie group with 
Borel subgroup B, A be an integral weight of G. Prom these we get a line bundle 
Cx on G/B. Let r(>C;0 be the space of sections of the line bundle Cx- Then 
r(/:A) = Va. 
We also have to use the definition of stability of a point in geometric theory. 
We use the definition in [23] with some modifications to be suited to the case we 
are studying. 
Definition [23]. Let G be a reductive group acting on a projective space X = 
P(£^)，X e X , and C be an ample line bundle on X, then: 
(i) X is said to be semistable if 3s in the space of sections r ( X , C®^) for some 
iV e N such that s(a;) + 0 and s is invariant by G. 
(ii) X is said to be stable if it is semistable, and if x is a representative of x in E, 
then the orbit G • x is closed in E. 
With the above definition, and let p : C* —> G be any one-parameter subgroup 
of G. Define the function p) as minus the weight of the C*-action induced by 
p on the fibre of C over the point lim^^o p{z) • The Hilbert Mumford criterion 
of stability says that: 
Hilbert Mumford Criterion of Stability [24]. The point x e X is semistable 
(stable) if and only if ii^(x,p) > (>)0 V one-parameter subgroup p of G. 
Finally, we have the Kempf-Ness theory of stability about the length of vec-
tors in representation spaces: 
Kempf-Ness Theory of Stability [15]. Let V be a finite dimensional represen-
tation of a complex connect reductive group G with maximal compact subgroup 
K. Fix a hermitian metric on V so that the action oi K on V preserves the 
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metric. Let || • || be the norm induced by this hermitian metric. Then v e V is 
stable if and only if the function \\g • -yH attains minimum at some g E G. 
3.1.3 Proof of Klyachko's Results 
Let V = F. : 0 = Fq < FI < ... < FN = V he a complete flag of V. 
V/ C {1,..., n} of cardinality r, consider the Schubert cell 
= {Le Gr{r, V)\dim(L n Fj) = k for ik < j < 4+i ’ 0 <k< r}， 
where io = 0, = n + 1. Then I lists those i for which L D Fi-i ^ L n Fi. 
Let a = (q；!, . . . , w h e r e ai > ... > an- Set a^+i 二 0. 
n 
叫 = X I � d i m ( L n F i / L n F i _ i ) 
i£l i=l 
n 
i = l 
n 
= Y ^ ( a i - a i + i ) d i m ( L n F i ) . (3.1) 
i = l 
For m > 3, define S^(m) = {I = (/(I),...,/(m))||/(s)| = r and I{s) C 
{1，…’ n} for 1 < s < m ’ n r = i 叫⑷—•}. For 1 < s < m, let a{s)= 
(ai(s),. . . , an(s)) where ai(s) > ... > a„(s). For I = (/(I),..., /(m)) such that 
|/(s)| = r and I(s) C {1, ...,n} for 1 < s < m, consider the following inequality: 
1 m 1 m 71 
[ E E • 这 ⑷ 
s = l i£l{s) S=l i=l 
The following is one of the main results from Klyachko: 
Proposition 5 ([17]). Let a(l)，...，a(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n 
real numbers. Then 3 n x n hermitian matrices ^(1),..., A(m) with eigenvalues 
a ( l ) , ...,a{m) and Y17=i M^) scalar, i.e. ^(s) = cl (/ is the identity matrix) 
for some c e M, if and only if (*J) holds VJ G 5';^(m),Vr < n. 
Proof: (=>) If X；二 1 A{s) = cl for some c G M and Yl7=i 叫⑷ + •，then 3L € 
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门 仏 ⑷ B y Proposition 3’ 
1 爪 ^ 771 1 1 m n 
" E E 二 7 凡/(L) = a 办). 
S=1 iel(s) 3=1 s = l i=l 
(*I) holds. 
Claim 1. the region defined by (*J) and {q;i(S) > ... > < s < m} 
has a nonempty interior. 
Proof of Claim 1: For 1 < s < m, let a{s) 二（n - 1, n - 3’ …，-(n - 3), - ( n - 1)) 
and Io{s) = {n - r + 1, ...,n}. Then for 1 < s < m, c o d i m � / � � 二 0 and 
y ^ ck:t(s) 二 - ^ ( n - 1 + n _ (2r — 1)) 二 _r(n - r). 
ie /o(s) 
V/(s) C {l’...，n} of cardinality r, replacing one ik[s) by ik{s) - 1 increases 
EiG/(5) by 2 and codim c j , � by 1. 
m m 
codim o；/�| J^o；/� 0} 二 r(n — r) 
S = 1 S = 1 
1 ^ , � -mr(n - r) + 2r(n — r) 
她 ^ - ； - -
5 = 1 i£l{s) 
= — ( m — 2)(n - r) 
1 m n 
< o = “ 卯 
s = l i = l 
To continue the proof of of Proposition 5, we set up the following as in 
[8]: For 1 < s < m, let a(s) be integral and non-negative (Fulton set an(s) = 0 
for 1 < s < m, which is omitted here), a„+i(s) = 0, and ai(s) = — 0:^ +1(5) 
for 1 < z < n. Let X be the product of partial flag varieties, i.e. E X,x = 
(F.( l) , ...，F.(m)) where each F.(s) is a partial flag in i.e. F,{s) induces a 
vector space Fk{s) of dimension k if ak(s) > 0. 
For 1 < /c < n, 1 < s < m, Ffc(s) G Gr{k,V), let {ei, ...,6^} be a basis 
of Fk{s). By the Pliicker embedding, we have the map taking < ei，."，efc > to 
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[ei 八...A efc] G P(八* V). Next by the Veronese embedding 
k k 
P(八 V0 4P(Sym°“s)(八巧)， 
for 1 < s < m, we take any 问 G P ( 八 t o [ ” � * = � ] e P(Syma“s)(八fc y ) ) . Then 
by the Segre embedding 
m n k m n k 
: J n P(Syma“s)(八 y)) P((g) (g) Syma“s)(八 y)), 
5 = 1 k = l 5 = 1 k = l 
we take any H二 i U L i M s ) ] e [！二 R L i P(Sym°“s)(八V)) to 險二 叫⑷]e 
二 1 ® L i Syma“s)(八fc V)). The three embeddings all together give the em-
bedding 
m n k 
X 4 P(E) , where £; = ( g ) ( g ) Syma“s)(八"t/). 
5 = 1 fc = l 
Let C be the restriction of the line bundle 0{1) from F{E) to X . By the Borel-
Weil theorem, r(X,/：) = (g)二 
Lemma 1. A general point x = (F,( l) , . . . , F,(m)) G X is semistable (stable) 
with respect to G = SL{V) if and only if (*J) holds (with strict inequality) 
\/I e S^{m)yr <n. 
Proof: By the Hilbert-Miimford criterion for stability, x is semistable (stable) 
with respect to G V one-parameter subgroup p : C* ^ G, > (>)0, 
where the function /z^  is constructed as Fulton did in [8]: Take a basis {ei, . . . , e„} 
of V such that p{i) . e^  = f^ei with r\ > ... > Vn integers not all zero, and 
Ti = 0. Let A , be the complete flag of V such that Ap = < ei,. . . , Cp >. 
For y = lyu...,yn] e f(E), � ( y，p ) = —n, where i = max{j\yj + 0}. By the 
Plucker, Veronese and Segre embeddings, 
m n 
= J2J2ak�s)(- Y^ Ti). 
s=l k=l ieJk(s) 
where FJs) G ^^^(^^(A,) and \Jk(s)\ = k iov 1 < k < n, 1 < s < m. 
. . . p ) is a linear function of (ri, ..•，”„) and { ( n - p , ...’n-p，—p, ...，-p)|l < 
p < n — 1} (the first p entries are n — p while the remaining are 一p) forms a basis 
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of the plane {(ri , ...,r„)| = 0}, it suffices to prove the inequality for such 
(i^i, For such (ri, •" ’ ”„) and VJ C {1, ...,n} of cardinality /c, 
Y^n = (n —p)|Jn{ l，…， -p|Jn{p+ l，…’n}| = n|Jn{l，…’:p}|-p\J\. 
iej 
Set jo = 0, jr+i = n + 1，then 3q e {0，...,r} such that jq < p < jq+i, dim(Ap 门 
Fk{s)) = q = \Jk{s)n{l,...,p}\. 
m n m n 
...乙(工’ P) = 办(s) dim(Ap n Ffc(s)) kak{s). 
5=1 fc = l 5=1 fc二 1 
(Ap G � ( F . ( s ) ) and \I(s)\ = p for 1 < s < m) 
H m n 1 m n 
P s=l k=l s=l /c二 1 
1 m 1 m n 
^ - E E ^ ( B y ( 3 . 1 ) ) 
5=1 iei{s) S=l i=l 
O (*X) holds (with strict inequality) VJ G 5'?(m),Vr < n.口 
By a continuity argument, using the compactness of U{n), it suffices to con-
sider the case where each Q;(S) consists of n distinct rational numbers, and all the 
inequalities (*X) are strict, i.e. a; G X is stable (By Lemma 1). Since multiplying 
matrices by scalars or adding scalar matrices does not change the situation, we 
can also assume each Q:(S) is a partition. Let v E E he a point representing the 
stable point x € IP(五)’ then G • is closed in E. Choose an arbitrary hermitian 
metric on V. This induces a hermitian metric on E. Let || • || be the norm induced 
by this hermitian metric. By the Kempf-Ness theory of stability, 3go G G such 
that • I'll attains minimum at qq. Replacing the flags F,(s) by gQ[F,(s)), we 
can assume that \\g . > \\v\\ \/g e G. For 1 < s < m, choose an orthonormal 
basis {ci , . . . , e®} of V such that Fk(s) = < e®,...’ > for 1 < /c < n. Then by the 
Flicker, Veronese and Segre embeddings, take v = v^ <S) ••• ^ v^, where 
n n k 
= ( g ) ( e j A … A el)a“s�e ( g ) Sym°“s)(八 V) for 1 < s < m. 
k=l k=l 
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\\g • v\\ has a critical point at g = 1 ^^id) = 0 \fg e 5[(V), where 
=< g ' > + < ' v^�. For 1 < s < m, define a hermitian operator 
A{s) on V by A{s). ef = oci{s)ef for 1 < i < n. 
Claim 2. l'{g) = tv{{g + g*) • A{s)) Ng G sl{V) for 1 < s < m. 
Proof of Claim 2: As in Fulton's proof in [8], using the basis {ej , of V , 
both sides vanish when g is strictly upper or lower triangular. Since both sides 
are additive in g, it suffices to consider the case where g is diagonal. If • e| = Qef 
with E r = i Ci = 0, then g • = afc(s)(ci + …+ Ck)v', 
n 
••• I 'ig) = + … + a„(s)) 
fc=i 
n 
= + ^)ak{s) = tr((^ + g” • A{s)).a 
k=l 
m m 
.•• tr((p + = E 尸(力 二 0 V^ / e 
S = 1 S = 1 
For 1 < j < n, let Eij be the n x n matrix with 1 in the (i, j)-th entry and zero 
otherwise. Then for 1 < i,j、k,l < n, EijE^i = Sj^Eu, and the following set forms 
a M-basis for the space of n x n hermitian matrices: 
n 
(U{五“})!!( II + 
i=l l<i<j<n 
Firstly, we show that A{s) e< En,..., Enn > To prove this, it suffices to 
show that VI <i<j<n, 3gug2 € s l ( y ) such that tr((仍 + 仍 *) •(丑i) + 五ji)) — 0 
and tv{{g2 + 92*). i{Eij - Eji)) + 0. 
VI < z < j < n, let Pi = Eij e si{V), then gi* == Eji, and 
triigi + gi*) ' {Eij-h Eji)) = tv{(Eij + Ej,) • (E^j + Eji)) 
= t r ( E i i + Ejj) 
=2^0. 
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VI < i < j < n, let 92 = iEij e s l ( y ) , then g2* 二 -iEji, and 
=-tii-Eii - Ejj) 
=2^0. 
m n 
：.^ ^(s) = ^  aEi i for some q 6 M for 1 < z < n. 
s=l i = l 
Suppose — j such that Ci — c)•，take g = ^{Eu - Ejj) 6 then g* = 
^{Eii - Ej j ) , and 
m n 
+ ⑷）=tji(Eu-Ejj).jykEkk) 
5=1 fc = l 
= t i { c i E i i - CjEjj) 
=Ci — Cj ^ 0. 
m n 
••• Ci = CjVl <i<j<n. ... ^  A(s) = cy^^Eji == cl for some c G M. 
s=l i= l 
Hence of Proposition 5 is proved. • 
Proposition 5 is very close to solving Horn's conjecture. One just needs to 
consider the case of m = 3, and prove that T " = V72,r < n, to complete the 
proof of the conjecture. The details of the proof will be described in §5.1. 
From Proposition 5，we can derive another proposition: 
Proposition 6. Let A(s) be n x n hermitian matrix with eigenvalues q;(s) for 
1 < s < m with A(s) = cL Suppose 3 J G such that (*J) holds with 
equality. Then 3L < C " with d i m L = r such that • L C L for 1 < s < m. 
Proof: Take F.{s) = F.(A{s)) for 1 < s < m. ... I G � ( m ) , ••. 3L G 
门r=i � ( F • � ) . B y Proposition 3， 
1 m . m 1 1 m n 
- E E �� < - E Ra � ( L ) = -RciiL) = c = - J 2 I l 叫⑷• 
S=1 iel{s) s=l s = l i=l 
•.. (*J) holds with equality, ••. Eie/⑷叫(S) = Ra{s){L) for 1 < S < m. By 
Corollary 1，each A(s) maps L to itself. • 
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Since each is hermitian, it also maps L丄 to itself. J ] 二 � |l (or 
丄 )= c l . ... the process can be repeated such that 3 L i , L p < C几 
with V = Lk, • Lp c Lp for 1 < s < m and all the inequalities (*J) 
are strict. 
Here is a corollary to Proposition 6: 
C o r o l l a r y . With the properties stated in Proposition 6, and suppose in addition 
that each A(s) is real symmetric and J l ^ i = ca;{i,...’r}’ where c is an odd 
number, and |/(s)| = r for each 1 < s < m. Then 3r-dimensional subspace 
L < E " such that A{s) • L c L for 1 < s < m. 
Sketch of proof: •.. FI二i 叫(s) = at;{i’.,.,} for some odd number c, ••• the intersec-
tion 门二 1 r2/(s)(F.(s)) of real Schubert varieties contains a real point. The is clear 
for general flags as the complex points must occur in pairs. By Fulton's result in 
§13 of [9], the result is also true for arbitrary flags. • 
Remark: The corollary is not true if J]二i ^/(s) = cuj{\,...,r} for some even number 
c. A counter-example will be given in §5.1. 
The following is another main result from Klyachko: 
Proposition 7 ([17]). Let Q!(1), a(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n 
integers. Then 3N e N such that V/va(s) contains the trivial representation 
of SL(V) if and only if (*X) holds VX G ^(m)，Vr < n. 
Proof: If q;„.(s) < 0 for some s, we can translate a(s) to make it non-negative, 
so we can assume a(s) is a partition for 1 < s < m. Again we refer to Fulton's 
proof in [8]. 
(<^ =) (*X) holds VX G 57(m)，Vr < n => a. general point x e X is semistable 
3s € for some N eN invariant by SL{V) with s(x) + 0. 
By the Borel-Weil theorem, r(X，/：®") = (g)二 ⑷，•••�二i ^a^s) contains 
the trivial representation of SL{V). 
VNais) contains the trivial representation of SL(V) 3 nonzero in-
variant section s G T(X, a general point x with s(x) 0 is semistable 
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� ( * J ) holds VX G S;^(m),Vr < n. O 
In fact, the set is redundant, and can be reduced to a smaller set as 
follows: 
Proposition 8. (*I) holds VI e S^(m),Vr < n such that 11二i … / � =似 { 1 ’ - . ’ � } 
for some c G N (*X) holds V J e S';?(m),Vr < n. 
Proof: Vr < n, let I = ( / ( I ) , / ( m ) )， J = ( J ( l ) , J ( m ) ) G S » such that 
ik{s) < jk{s) for 1 < /c < r, 1 < s < m, and 11二1 叫⑷=以{i’...,}切r some 
c E N . Then 
m m 
y ^ codim cjj(s) < codim cj/(s) = r(n - r). 
S = 1 S = 1 
V weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers q;(1), a{m), ai“s) > « 九 � for 
1 < k <r, 1 < s <m. U (*J) holds, then 
1 m rn 1 m n 
S=1 j£J{s) S=1 i£l{s) 5=1 i=l 
.•• holds.• 
However, the set {I e S!^{m)\ [ l二 i 叫⑷=�{i’...,} for some c € N} is still 
redundant, and can be reduced to the smaller set defined by: 
m 
Rrim) = {le 二 叫 1,...,『}}• 
s=l 
This was proven by P. Belkale in his article [2], and A. Knutson and C. Woodward 
proved the following stronger proposition: 
Proposition 9 (A. Knutson and C. Woodward). Let a(l)，."，a(m) be weakly 
decreasing sequences of n real numbers satisfying (*J) VJ G Vr < n. 
Suppose 3r < n and X e S^{m) \ R) 
(m) such that 产⑷ > 
i E r = i E r = i 叫⑷.Then: 
(i) The inequality must be an equality. 
(ii) For 1 < s < m, Q:i(s) = ai+i{s) for some 1 < i < n. 
Proof: We follow Fulton's proof in [10]. In the proof, we use the fact that a 
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maximal destabilizing subbundle with maximal slope is unique. 
(i) Take general complete flags F,(s) in V. Vr-dimensional subspaces L < V, 
3 unique I(s) C {1, . . . ,n} with \I{s)\ = r for 1 < s < m such that L G 
nr=i 巧⑷(F•�）.Let I{L) = (/(l) , . . . ,/(m)). Define the slope of L by: 
=丨EE 咖. 
S=1 i€l{s) 
Suppose I e S-{m)\R^{m) and ^ Eiei(s) > ^ E i i I X i 叫⑷.Then 
v L e n r = i Q ? w ( F . ( s ) )， / i ( L ) � / i O / ) . 
Let /i = max{ju(L)IL e 门二！ f ^ J � ( F . ( s ) ) } . Take r maximal such that some L 
of dimension r has slope fx. Choose an r-dimensional subspace L with /i(L) = fi 
and set X = I(L). ..• /x(L) > "(]/)，J G .•• | 门二 W � ( 厂 • � ) | > 
1. Let L' ^  L such that L' e 门二1 � ( 厂 • ⑷ ) .+ U) = r + t > r, 
dim(L nL') = r - t . Set J = I{L n L'), K： = 1{L + L'). For 1 < z < n, 
1 < s < m, 




> - am(5))(dim(L n Fi(s)) + dim(L' n F办)） 
i=l 
一 d i m ( L n z / n F i ( s ) ) ) 
= 2 a,(s) - Y ^ (By (3.1)) 
iei{s) jeJ{s) 
m m m 
^E E > 2EE 幽-E E 咖 
5=1 keK(s) s = i iei(s) s=i jeJ(s) 
=>(r + t)ii(L + L') > 2r/x(L) - (r - t)f4L n L'� 
> 2rfx — (r - t)/Li == (r + .D 
(ii) Suppose the inequality (*X) holds VI G S^im), but 31 G ^."(m) \ 
such that equality holds. Suppose for some s, q;i(s) > ... > a„(s). 
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By Proposition 5，3 hermitian operators ^(1), ...,A{m) with a(s) being eigen-
values of A{s) for 1 < s < m and XI二i ^(s) = cl for some c G M, and each 
of the general flags F.(s) is a flag F.(A(s)) corresponding to A{s). ••• X e 
\ R r i m ) , ... 3 at least 2 r-dimensional subspaces in A二 i 
VL G n 二 � ( F • � ) ， b y Proposition 3, 
1 饥 1 m 1 1 m n 
- E E �� < = -Rci(L) = 
S=l iG/(s) s=l s=l i=l 
•.. (*X) holds with equality, ... ^ii^) = for 1 < S < m. By 
Corollary 1 to Proposition 3，L is unique. — • 
Here is an application of the above proposition: If >1(1),..., A{m) are n x n 
real symmetric matrices such that at least one of them has n distinct eigenvalues, 
and (*X) holds with equality for some X e S^{m). Then by (ii) of Proposition 
9, X G R r i m ) , i.e. n 二 i = W{i,,..’r}. Therefore, by applying the Corollary to 
Proposition 6，3r-dimensional subspace L < E " which is preserved by each 义(s). 
By (i) of Proposition 9, we can deduce that if Q;(1), ...,a{m) are weakly de-
creasing sequences of n real numbers such that (*X) holds VZ e Vr < n, 
then (*X) also holds \fl e 5"(m),Vr < n. Hence Propositions 5 and 7 can be 
strengthened to: 
Proposition 5(a). Let a ( l ) , ...,a{m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n real 
numbers. Then 3 n x n hermitian matrices ..., A{m) with eigenvalues 
q;(1), ...’ a{m) and 二丄 A{s) scalar if and only if (*X) holds VX e Vr < n. 
Proposition 7(a). Let a{l), ...,a(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n inte-
gers. Then 3N e N such that VNais) contains the trivial representation of 
SL{V) if and only if (*X) holds VX 6 i?;?(m),Vr < n. 
3.2 Proof by Symplectic Geometry 
In this section we give another proof of Propositions 5 and 7，by means of the 
theory of moment maps in symplectic geometry. The crucial step of the proof is 
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the Symplectic-GIT equivalence. For details, see A. Knutson's article [18 . 
Definition. Let {M,uj) be a symplectic manifold. G be a connected Lie group 
acting on M , q be the Lie algebra of G. fi : M q* is called a moment map if: 
1. /i is equivariant, i.e. Vx G M, p G G, ^ e 0, fi(g . = n{x){Ad(g~'^)^). 
2. V^ 6 0, let ^M be a vector field on M such that (工)=q4(0) Va; € M , where 
ax(t) = e x p � . X . Define the map ：M — R by fi^x) = j n � � Vx E M. 
The condition is: 
We call such an action a Hamiltonian action. 
Example 14. Take G = ^ {z e C||z| = 1} acting on iW = R2 s C by 
rotation, with the standard symplectic form to = dx A dy = rdr A d9. Then the 
Lie algebra of G is g ^ zR ^ R, and the dual of the Lie algebra is g* ^ (iR)* = 
(R)* ^ E. Consider the map // ： (。犷 q — g* defined by ii{x){v) = ^ • i； 
Vx € 1R2 (or G 0. Since q* = M, we can consider the map /i as ^ : 
(or C) — R，where fi{x) = ^ Vx G (or C). Consider G as the group of 
complex numbers of moduli 1，and M as the complex plane C. Then the action 
of G on C is the left multiplication. Consider g as iM, then {i} is a basis of g. 
Mw = eG,ze C, 
( � “ � I 切.才.|之|2 . 
/ i … . z ) { t ) = 2 • " 了 • 2’ 
fi{z){w-Hw) = . e,e访= 
A Z 
fj.(w • z){i) = /j,{z){w~^iw),.\ jjL is equivariant and satisfy the condition 1. 
••• 0 = 0 * = R, the condition 2 is equivalent to: 
厂2 Q 
Vx e R 2，…了 j ^ 2 ’ 队(g) = —，_). 
(we consider the polar coordinates of x, i.e. x = (r cos 没，r sin 没)  
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•.. {悬，嘉} is a basis of T^M ,^ it suffices to verify this equality for v = and 
V - A 
r^ Q r^ d d 
D 悬 = 诉 = … ( 石 ， 汤 ) ’ 
r2 d r^ d d 
W = 汤 ( i ) = o = 〜 滋 ) . 
the condition 2 is satisfied. Hence /i is a moment map. 
Let H = {A e Mn(C)\A* = A}, a = (Q;i，...，a„), where ai > ... > 
The set of hermitian matrices with eigenvalues a, Oa, is an orbit of U{n) acting 
on H by conjugation. Identify H with u(n)* by the trace form identification: 
A tr{iA-). This identifies Oa with an orbit in u(n)*’ i.e. with a coadjoint orbit. 
By Property 2 in §2.2 of [18], 3 unique symplectic structure (called the Kirillov-
Kostant-Souriaii structure) on Oa such that the inclusion map l : Oa ^ H is & 
moment map. 
Let a(l)，...，Q;(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers. For 
1 < s < m, let : Oc{s) H he the inclusion maps. By Property 3 in §2.2 of 
[18], The natural action of U{n) x ... x U{n) (product m times) on H二 i ^a(s) is 
Harniltonian, with moment map 
m 
(f) ： ^ Oa{s) ^ H X ... X H, 
s=l 
0(A(l),...,A(m)) = (L,{A{l)),...,Lm{A(m))) 
m 
= ( A ( l ) , •••’ A(m)) V04(l)’ ...,A(m)) 6 H 队⑷. 
5 = 1 
Define a homomorphism p : U{n) ^ U{n) x ... x U{n) by p{U) = {U,..., U) 
\fU € U{n). Then dp(U) = (U,…,17) MU G u(n). Let d = dimu(n), then dp 
I 
can be represented by the md x d matrix A = ： , where I is the identity 
I 
matrix. Hence the dual of dp, (dp)* can be represented by the d x md matrix 
A* 二 [/ . . . / j , i.e. (c/;9nA(l)’...，yl(m)) = 4 1 ) + … + A m ) \M(s) e u(n)* 
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for 1 < s < m. By Property 1 in §2.2 of [18], the induced action of U(n) on 
二 1 ^a(s), which is conjugating the m matrices by the same unitary matrix, is 
Hamiltonian, with moment map 
m 
： Y l O c i s )么丑 X … X 丑 S u(n)* X … X u(n)* u(n)* ^ H, 
S=1 
/ i (A(l)’...，A(m))=(制*0(/>(41)，...’4(爪)） 
=(dpy{A{l),...,A{m)) 
m 
= A � + …+ A{m) ...，A(m)) € II ^(s). 
S = 1 
Let q;(1), ...，a(m) be weakly decreasing sequences of n integers with 
= 0. Then each (^口⑷ can be identified with a partial flag variety 
Fl{a{s)). As in §3.1.3, X = [ 1 : 1 口 ^ ^ � = E C l i 列 ⑷ ） c a n be embedded 
into a projective space F(E). By the Symplectic-GIT equivalence([18], [23])，the 
symplectic quotient is isomorphic to the GIT quotient X^^/G (which 
is usually denoted by X//G), i.e. 
where G = G L ( n , C ) , X®® = {a; G X\x is semistable}, R = Rn = 
二 1 E N. Applying the Symplectic-GIT equivalence, we have the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 10. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 3 n X n hermitian matrices ..., A{m) with eigenvalues q;(1), ..., a{m) such 
that E 二 I X i a办)=0. 
(ii) A general point x e X is semistable. 
(iii) For some N e N, ((g)二！ VJva⑷尸 + 0, i.e. (g)二i V n � � contains the trivial 
representation. 
By Proposition 5 (or 5(a)), (ii) is equivalent to: 
(ii，）(*J) holds VX € S » (or Vr < n. 
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Proposition 5 (or 5(a)) implies (i)分（ii，)，while Proposition 7 (or 7(a)) im-
plies (ii’）分(iii). As in §3.2，by a continuity argument and using the fact that 
multiplying matrices by scalars does not affect the situation, (i) and (ii’）are also 
equivalent for weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers q;(1), ..., a(m). Let 
...,A{m) be n X n hermitian matrices with eigenvalues Q;(1), ...,Q;(m) such 
that E r = i 4 s ) = cl. Then ：^二 E?=i 叫⑷ 二 cn, and I：二 A � — c / = 0. 
Since (i) (ii'), (*J) holds V J G ^^ (^m) (or R » ) , Vr < n, i.e. 
1 ^ 
； (EE 咖 - 水 0. 
s = i iei{s) 
- 771 1 m n 
S = 1 iel{s) S=1 i=l 
i.e. (*2：) also holds VX E S乂m) (or Rr(m)), Vr < n for a(l), ...,a(m), which 
implies Proposition 5 (or 5(a)). 
Similarly, ( i i，）(i i i) is equivalent to Proposition 7 (or 7(a)). 
Chapter 4 
Saturation Conjecture 
Proposition 7 (or 10) in the last chapter gives a relationship between the 
eigenvalue problem and the representation problem, but it would be better if we 
can set TV = 1. This gives rise to the following conjecture, which is the main 
theme of this chapter: 
Saturation Conjecture. Let m > 3 and a(l)，..., a(m) be weakly decreasing se-
quences of n integers with ^ ^ ^ ZlILi 以 = VOva(s) contains the trivial 
representation for some N eN <S>7=i contains the trivial representation, 
i.e. ((g)二1 Vyv—))叫"’q > 0 for some NeN=> ((g) 二 )严("’〔）> 0. 
The conjecture was proven by A. Knutson and T. Tao in their article [19], 
using a special type of combinatorial configuration called honeycomb, which was 
derived from the Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone defined by A. Berenstein and A. 
Zelevinsky in [5]. They showed that the number of lattice points in the cone is 
equal to the corresponding Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. Knutson and Tao 
introduced a new method of indexing points in the Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone 
by planar diagrams called "honeycombs". Thus the saturation conjecture, which 
is originally a problem in representation theory, is transformed into a problem in 
honeycombs. Knutson and Tao firstly proved the conjecture for m = 3. Then 
they used the result to prove the conjecture for general m. 
47 
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In this chapter, we will just describe the sketch of their proof, and will mainly 
follow Knutson and Tao's another article [20 . 
4.1 Definitions 
We follow the definition of a honeycomb as in [20]. Firstly, introduce the 
plane 
= {{x, y, z) e R3|a： + y + 么=0}. 
The plane has six "cardinal directions" (0’ 1 , - 1 ) , ( - 1 ’ 1,0), ( - 1 , 0 , 1 ) , (0，—1,1), 
( 1 , - 1 , 0 ) , ( 1 , 0 , - 1 ) drawn in the directions 300°，0。，60�’ 120。，180。，240�respec-
tively. (60° means 60 degrees clockwise to the north direction) 
Definition 1. A diagram is defined as a configuration of line segments in lR|^ =o， 
with each edge parallel to one of the cardinal directions, and labeled with a nat-
ural number called “multiplicity" or "tension". We associate a measure on 
to every diagram, defined as the sum of Lebesgue measure on each line segment 
weighted by its multiplicity. 
Definition 2. Let /i be a diagram and v 6 股 W e say that is a zero-tension 
point of h if, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of f , h is equivalent to a union 
of ways emanating from v, and the sum of the co-ordinate vectors of these rays, 
multiplied by their tensions, is zero. 
The following figure shows the six possible types of zero-tension points: 
\ 丫 i 
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Figure 3. The six possible types of zero-tension point: (from left to right, top 
to bottom) 2-valent point, 3-valent point, crossing of two straight lines, rake, 5-
valent point, 6-valent point. The number on each edge denotes its multiplicity. 
Definition 3. A honeycomb is a diagram such that: 
1. Every point in is a zero-tension point. 
2. There are finitely many "vertices", i.e. points of valency > 3. 
3. The semi-infinite lines, i.e. the boundary edges, go only in the directions 300°, 
60。，180°. 
Since the net tension of a honeycomb must be zero, the number of boundary 
edges (with multiplicity) pointing in the three directions are the same. We call a 
honeycomb with n boundary edges in each direction an n-honeycomb, and denote 
the space of such honeycombs by HONEYn. 
In a honeycomb, every edge is parallel to a cardinal direction, so each edge 
has a constant coordinate. If all the edges of a honeycomb have integral constant 
coordinates, we call the honeycomb an integral honeycomb. In particular, we can 
read off the constant coordinate of the boundary edges: 
(入1，…， / i i , ..., /in, … ， = (A, H, y) 
We call (A,/i, u) the boundary values of the honeycomb and denote it by dh. 
Note that YTi=i Xi + Y ^ t i IM + = 0. Denote BDRYn = {(A, / i , w e a k l y 
decreasing sequences of n integers | 二丄 Xi + Mi + Ya=i = •} 
Definition 4. We call a vertex of a honeycomb non-degenerate if: 
1. It is a 3-valent vertex. 
2. All its neighboring edges are of multiplicity 1. 
Otherwise, the vertex is called a degenerate vertex. A honeycomb is called non-
degenerate if all of its vertices are non-degenerate. Otherwise, the honeycomb is 
called degenerate. 
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The following figure shows a non-degenerate 5-honeycomb with boundary val-
ues (A,/i,i/), where A = ( A i , A 5 ) , n = ("1，...，"5)’ v = ("1，...,"5): 
(As ’— （:,叫 *) 
( W ) ... / 
T 
(*,»,J/4) (*’*,i/3) (*’*,1^ 2) ) 
Figure 4. A non-degenerate 5-honeycomb. 
Contracting any of the edges of the honeycomb in the above figure makes 
it degenerate. Moreover, note that the honeycomb has a number of hexagons. 
Such hexagons with the length of each edge positive are called non-degenerate 
hexagons. Contracting one or more edges (but not all of them) of the hexagon 
results in one of the following figures: 
> ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 5. The possibilities of contracting one or more edges (but not all of them) 
of a non-degenerate hexagon. 
The four figures above are also called "hexagons", but more precisely, degen-
erate hexagons. Besides the above figures, there is the most extreme case that all 
six edges of the hexagon are contracted. Thus the hexagon collapses to a point. 
Definition 5. A degenerate vertex of a honeycomb is called a simple degenerate 
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vertex if: 
1. It is a crossing of two straight lines. 
2. All its neighboring edges are of multiplicity 1. 
Otherwise, the vertex is called a non-simple degenerate vertex. A honeycomb has 
only simple degeneracies if all of its vertices are either non-degenerate or simple 
degenerate vertices. 
If a honeycomb has only simple degeneracies, we can remove all vertices which 
are crossings of two straight lines and treat them as two overlapping lines. The 
resulting graph is called the underlying graph of the honeycomb. This process is 
called eliding simple degeneracies and is shown in the following figure: 
P p 
then we 广 
H S elide the s 
E JT' singulaiity ti=l ^ 
q i| q 
r 
F i g u r e 6. Eliding simple degeneracies. 
Any hexagon in a honeycomb can be inflated as shown in the following figure: 
F i g u r e 7. Inflating a hexagon in a honeycomb. The dotted line shows the in-
flated hexagon. 
Definition 6. A function f : HONEYn —> E is superharmonic if it increases 
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when we inflate any hexagon, no matter the hexagon inflated is non-degenerate 
or degenerate. 
Here is an example of a superharmonic function: 
Example 15. Define the weighted perimeter function f : HONEYn —^  M as 
follows: 
For any honeycomb h e HONEYn, assign a real number w{a) to each region 
a in h which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) If r is any unbounded region on the exterior, then w(r) = 0. 
(ii) If a is any hexagon (non-degenerate or degenerate) surrounded by the regions 
then w(a) > 
The weighted perimeter function f of the honeycomb h is defined as: 
f{h) = w(a) perimeter(a) Vh e HONEYn. 
hexagons a 
Let a be any hexagon in a honeycomb h surrounded by the regions ai, . . . , ae-
Inflating a by a distance e increases its perimeter by 6e, while decreases the 
perimeter of each of its neighbors ai by e. Hence the change in the weighted 
perimeter function f is: 
6 6 
6eiu{a) - = e{6w{a) - ^ii'(ai)) > 0. 
i=l i=l 
Hence the weighted perimeter function f is superharmonic. 
Definition 7. The largest lift of a triple (A,/i,z/) is the honeycomb h that 
maximizes f{h) subject to dh = (A,//,z/). The largest lift of is regular if 
each of A, v is strictly decreasing. 
4.2 Proof of the Conjecture 
One of the key steps of proving the saturation conjecture is to build a link 
between the number of integral honeycombs with boundary values (A,^, u) and 
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dim(l/A ^ v ^ ^ VjGL(n’c) In the article [5], Berenstein and Zelevinsky showed 
that the number of integral points in the Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone is equal to 
dim(VA <8) 0 y^^GL{n,c) g y ^he new description of the Berenstein-Zelevinsky 
cone as honeycombs, the integral points in the Berenstein-Zelevinsky cone corre-
spond to the integral honeycombs. Hence integral points in the Berenstein and 
Zelevinsky's result is equivalent to the following proposition: 
Proposition 11. Let (A,/i, u) e BDRYn. Then the number of integral honey-
combs with boundary values (A, /x, u) is equal to dim(VA 
The proof of Proposition 11 is omitted here. For details of the proof, see A. 
Berenstein and A. Zelevinsky's article [4]. 
Here is an example of illustration of the above proposition: 
E x a m p l e 16 . Let X = fj, = (2,1,0), ly = ( - 1 , - 2 , - 3 ) . Then there are two 
integral honeycombs with boundary values 
0\ 0 2 警管 
- 3 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 1 
Figure 8. Two integral honeycombs with boundary values (A,/i，")，where 
A = " = (2，l，0)’" = ( - 1 , - 2，-3 ) . 
Hence by Proposition 1 1 ， � = = 2 = (-"3’ —"2, — = 
(3,2,1)) . We can also verify directly that c^^ = 2 by the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule as stated in §2.2: 
11 I I 11 
—~r —"Y 
Y j | t j 
F i g u r e 9. Two Littlewood-Richardson skew tableaux showing that c f f = 2, 
where A = /i = (2,1,0), ly = ( - 1 , - 2 , - 3 ) . 
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Using Proposition 11，the saturation conjecture for m = 3 is equivalent to the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 12. Let (A,//,i/) G BDRYn- If 3 integral honeycomb h such that 
dh = (iVA, iV//，iW) for some N e N, then 3 integral honeycomb h' such that 
dh' = (A,//, u). 
To prove the above proposition, we first need to prove the following two lem-
mas: 
Lemma 2. A regular largest lift h has the following properties: 
1. h has only simple degeneracies. 
2. The underlying graph of h is acyclic. 
Proof: 
1. A non-simple degenerate vertex can be molted as in the following figure: 
( N 
“ , h If M , f. 
Y 才 卞 卞 > < „ 
» , 
• I I “ • 
< “ I • ； 
： ； f ； ； 
» T i 冊 1 
\ « 
«*•： m n-l � . ^ I; U ^ I. ^ C 
服 省 t 傘 ， 
Figure 10. Molting non-simple degenerate vertices. The number m in each fig-
ure denotes the maximum edge multiplicity. 
Suppose a regular largest lift h has a 6-valent vertex. By molting it as in Figure 
10，a number of hexagons are inflated (in this case all the hexagons inflated are 
degenerate), which increases any superharmonic function, contradicting that h is 
a largest lift. Hence h has no 6-valent vertices. 
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Let m be the maximum edge multiplicity in h. Suppose m > 1. Let F be the 
subgraph of h of the edges with multiplicity m. Since h is regular, P does not 
contain any semi-infinite edges and is bounded. Let x G ^F, then from Figure 10, 
X is either a rake or a 5-valent vertex. Construct a path 7 C F by the following 
rules: 
(i) If we are traveling along the initial direction and meet a 3-valent vertex, turn 
60° anticlockwise. 
(ii) If we are traveling along the direction 60° anticlockwise to the initial direction 
and meet a 3-valent vertex, turn 60° clockwise. 
(iii) If we meet a crossing of two straight lines, go straight. 
(iv) Stop when we meet a rake or a 5-valent vertex. 
By the above rules, the path 7 always travel in two directions only: the initial 
direction and the direction 60° anticlockwise to the initial direction, so 7 has no 
loops. By the method shown in Figure 10’ molt all the vertices along the path 7 
as in the following figure: 
Figure 11. Molting the vertices along the path 7. 
From Figure 11，we see that a number of hexagons are inflated (in the case of 
Figure 11, all the hexagons inflated are degenerate), which increases any super-
harmonic function, contradicting that is a largest lift. Hence m = 1. 
Now all the edges of h has multiplicity 1，and none of its vertices are 6-valent. 
Suppose h has a rake or a 5-valent vertex. Then from Figure 3, we see that h 
must have an edge of multiplicity > 1, which leads to contradiction. Hence all 
the vertices of h are 3-valent vertices or crossings of two straight lines, i.e. h has 
only simple degeneracies. • 
2. We assume that 1. holds, i.e. a regular largest lift h can have only simple 
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degeneracies. Suppose the underlying graph of h has a loop. Then we can either 
breathe it in or out, as shown in the following figure: 
Figure 12. A honeycomb of which the underlying graph has a loop, which can 
breathe in and out (as shown by the dotted line). 
One of the direction increases any superharmonic function, contradicting that 
h is a, largest lift. Hence the underlying graph of h is acyclic. • 
Lemma 3. The constant coordinates of the edges of a largest lift are Z-linear 
combinations of the boundary values (A, fj,, v). 
Proof: We first prove the lemma for any regular largest lift h. Consider the under-
lying graph of /i, which, by Lemma 2, is acyclic. Remove all the semi-infinite edges 
to obtain the subgraph of finite edges, which is also acyclic. The subgraph must 
contain a 1-valent point, (otherwise it would contain loops, contradicting Lemma 
2) Each of such points is connected to two semi-infinite edges of the original hon-
eycomb (by Lemma 2，h has only simple degeneracies, so all of its vertices are 
either 3-valent or crossings of two straight lines, so its underlying graph contains 
3-valent vertices only)，so its constant coordinate, which is a Z-linear combination 
of the coordinates of the two semi-infinite edges, can be determined. Extend the 
edges connected to the 1-valent points so that they become semi-infinite edges. 
Repeat this procedure to determine the constant coordinates of all edges, which 
are Z-linear combinations of the boundary values. The procedure is shown in the 
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following figure: 
丁 c 
Figure 13 . A honeycomb integrally determined by its boundary values in four 
stages: A, B, C, D. 
Every largest lift can be obtained as a limit of regular largest lifts, so the 
constant coordinates of the edges of a largest lift are Z-linear combinations of 
its boundary values. In particular, if the boundary values are integral, then the 
largest lift is also integral. • 
Proof of Proposition 12 (and hence the saturation conjecture for m 二 3): If 3 
integral honeycomb h such that dh = {NX, N/j,, Niy) for some N eN, rescale h 
by jj to obtain a honeycomb h' with dh' = Let h" be the largest lift of 
( A ,仏" ) ’ then by Lemma 3，h" is integral. • 
Knutson and Tao had omitted the details of the proof of the Saturation Con-
jecture for general m. Their main idea is to use the following isomorphism re-
peatedly: 
m m—2 
( ( g ) ⑷严(" ’c) - V；�(g) v_;0叫"’q ® (Vx ® ® 叫"’q, 
s= l A s=l 
where A runs over all irreducible representations of GL{n, C), and construct an 
analogue diagram called m-ary honeycomb from the honeycomb for m = 3, as 
shown in the following figure: 
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XI+x 3a-
+2x 丄 
Figure 14. A 7-ary honeycomb. 
4.3 Remarks 
Remark 1: After Knutson and Tao announced the proof of the saturation conjec-
ture, A. Buch presented a streamlined version of their proof in [6], using another 
type of combinatorial configuration called "hive". His proof has an advantage 
that the hive model is simpler than the honeycomb model. However, the honey-
comb model remains important as the concept of overlaying honeycombs is useful 
for determining which of the inequalities [ * I J K ) described in §2.1 are essential, 
as Knutson, Tao and C. Woodward did in [21]. The result will be given in §5.1. 
In this paper, Knutson, Tao and Woodward also proved a conjecture raised by 
W. Fulton, which said that if o；,^ , 7 are partitions, then c^lpjp = 1 for some 
N e N clp = 1. Later, Fulton's conjecture was reproved by P. Belkale in [4] 
using a geometric approach. 
Remark 2: One would like to ask whether the saturation conjecture is still true 
if the general linear group GL{n, C) is replaced by other groups G: 
Let G be any group, and X,iJ,, u be dominant weights of G, and Vx denotes the 
irreducible representation of G with highest weight A. If (VJv入 <8) 乂勤尸 > 0 
for some TV e N, then (Va 0 T/；, 0 K ) ^ > 0. 
Unfortunately, the conjecture comes out to be false. In fact it is not true even for 
classical groups such as 5 L ( n , C). Hence the conjecture must be modified. In the 
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article [19], Knutson and Tao raised the following general saturation conjecture: 
Conjecture. Let G be a complex connected semisimple Lie group with maximal 
torus T, and A, /i, v be dominant weights of G such that \ + ii-\-v annihilates all 
elements of T with semisimple centralizer, then 
( V n x 0 Vnm ® VNuf > 0 for some N eN=^ V^f > 0. 
Chapter 5 
Proof of the Theorems 
In this chapter we summarize the results as W. Fulton did in §10 of [10]. Let 
m > 2 and a(l)，...’ a(m)，7 be weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers 
with 7i = I X i Denote (*) be the following inequality: 
m 
keK s = l iel{s) 
5.1 Main Results 
The following is one of the main results summarized by W. Fulton in [10]: 
Theorem 1 (main theorem). Let m > 2, q;(1), ...,Q;(m),7 be weakly decreas-
ing sequences of n real numbers with X^ILi = Z l ^ i ZlILi '^ i(^)- Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) (*) holds V/(l) , ...J{m),K C {1, ...,n} of cardinality r such that ax{K) occurs 
in 
(2) a ( l ) , ...，Q;(m)，7 are eigenvalues of n x n hermitian matrices 4(1)，...，A(m),C 
such that C = Y17=i ^(s). 
If q;(1), Q:(m),7 are integral, then (1)，（2) are equivalent to: 
(3) The representation V^ of GL{n, C) occurs in ⑤二 Kv(s). 
If q;(1), ..., Q:(m),7 are partitions, then the above are equivalent to: 
60 
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(4) For any discrete valuation ring R, Bnxn non-singular matrices •A(l)，..., A(m),C 
with invariant factors q;(1), ..., a(m}, 7 such that C = J]二 1 � . 
If, in addition, q > m a x { a i ( l ) , ... ’ai(m),7i}，then the above are equivalent to: 
(5) (7^ occurs in the product H二 1 � ( s ) in H*(Gr{n,n + q)). 
Proof: a^ occurs in f l ^ i H ^ i ^/(s).⑴k = c^{i’...,}, c e N. Let B ( s )= 
—A(s) for 1 < s <m, then the eigenvalues of 5 ( s ) are /3(s) = ( - a n ( s ) , •••, -ai(s)) 
for 1 < s < m. 
m m 
( 1 ) 分 压⑷ + X^ 7 f c<0i f I JM⑷ . ^^^ = for some c G N 
s=l iel(s) k€K s=l 
(2). (By Proposition 5 or 10) 
m m 
(1) + 7fc < 0 if • = for some c G N 
s= l iG/(s) k£K s= l 
m 
V-Na{s) 0 V7V7 contains the trivial representation for some N eN 
s=l 
(By Proposition 7 or 10) 
m 
分 （ ^ V-a{s) V-y contains the trivial representation 
S = 1 
(By the saturation conjecture) 
m 
分(3). (By taking tensor product with V^ a(s)-
S = 1 
Note that Vla(s) is the dual representation of V^ a(s)) 
For the equivalence (3)分(5)， the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1. 
3 a homomorphism from the ring of symmetric polynomials onto H*(n,n + q) 
which takes the Schur polynomial to the Schubert class a^, so (3) and (5) are 
equivalent. 
We prove (3)分（4) by induction on m > 2. For m = 2, see Proposition 2. 
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Assume that the equivalence is true for some m = k>2. For m = k-\-l, 
k+l 
( 3 ) 分 the Schur polynomial s^ occurs in J ^ Sa{s) 
S=1 
k 
3P such that sp occurs in J^ Sa(s) and s^ occurs in sp • Sa{k+i) 
5=1 
分 34(1)，...,A{k + l),B,C with invariant factors q:(1), ...,a(k + l),/?,7 
k 
such that B = Y{ A{s) and C = BA{k + 1) 
5 = 1 
(By induction hypothesis and Proposition 2) 
(4).n 
Lemma 4. (i) Let I = {zi,..., v } such that 1 S ii < ... < ir S n, X =入(/)’ 
I' = {i|n + 1 - z G /}. Then the partition corresponding to 产 is the conjugate 
partition X' of A. 
(ii) V partitions A,/x, z/, c ; = . 
Proof: (i) Identify 入 with its Young diagram, traced out by a sequence of vertical 
steps going from the lower left corner to the upper right corner of the r x{n — r) 
rectangle of boxes. If A 二 A(/), then I specifies the vertical steps of A, so 1' 
specifies the horizontal steps of the conjugate partition 入Hence I'�specif ies the 
vertical steps of A'. • 
(ii) The proof of this part is omitted here. For details, see §5.1 of [7]. 口 
Theorem 2. T^ = Vn,r < n. 
Proof: We prove by induction on r. By definition, T f = Ui = S^. 
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For r � 1 ’ let ( I , J, K) e U、A = A(/),/i = A(J), v = \[K). 
( / ’ J ， / n e ” 分 E V + + ^ ^ ^ G T;,Vp < r 
/ 6 F g^G heH 
分 TMf - / ) + Y^jg-9)< TSkh - h) V(F,G,H) e r ; ,Vp < r 
feF g&G heH 
(••• (F’ G，丑）e r ; C [/;’... 5 ： / + ；^ , = + ^ M ) 
feF geG h€H 
Y , K+i-f + lir+i-9 < Y1 "r+i-h G, H) es;yp<r 
f&F geG heH 
(By induction hypothesis, T; = S;. 
B y definition, Xr+i-f = � / — /) 
f&F'c geG"' heH"' 
(F'c = {1, . . . ,r} \ F'. Similar definition for G'c, H'。. 
n n n 
i=l i= l i= l 
h£H f£F geG 
(By Lemma 4’ (F, G, H) e S； ^ (F'c’ G", H") e 
^ > 0 (By (1) (3) in Theorem 1) 
(/，J, K) e 5；?. (By Proposition ! ) • 
When m = 2, (1) (*IJK) holds V(/, J , G S7’Vr < n. Hence using (1) 
分(2) in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2，the Horn's conjecture is proved. 
To extend Horn's conjecture from m 二 2 to any m > 2, we need the following 
definition: 
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Definition. For m > 3,r < n, define the following sets: 
t/;(m) = { ( / ( I ) , / ( m ) ) | | / ( s ) | = r for 1 < s < m, 
5=1 iei(s) 
m 
= {(/(l)’...，/(m))et/;X^)in—4 = �{i’".’r}forsomec�0}, 
5 = 1 
Tp(m) = [/f(m), and 
m 
S=1 f(s)GF(s) 
1) V(F( l ) ’ . . . ’F(m)) e T;(m),Vp < r} for r > 1. 
Note that (I,J,K) e S? (resp. R；:)分（/', J ' ’ K ) G 印(3) (resp. R^Ci)). 
The analogue of Theorem 2 for any m > 2 is: 
Theorem 2(a). T^{m) = \fm>3,r <n. 
Proof: We prove by induction on r. By definition, TJ^(m) = t/f (m) 二 
For r > 1, let 2 = ( 7 ( 1 ) , / ( m ) ) G U^ i^m). For 1 < s < m, define A(s) 
such that ax{s) = i.e. = n - r + j - Xj(s) for 1 < j < r. Denote 
J^=(F(l), . . .，F(m)). 
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^ e [ v ( s ) > (m - l)p(n - p) + ^^  V ^ 6 T;(m),Vp < r 
s = i /eF(s) 
m 
^ E E ( � / � - f ) > { m - l ) p { n - r ) V ^ e T;(m),Vp < r 
s=i /eF(s) 
( v ^ e T ; ( m ) c f / ; ( m ) , 
•••E E / = — 卜 + 
5=1 /GF(5) 
m 
^ ^ (n - r -入 f (s) ) >(m- l)p(n - r) e T;(m),Vp < r 
s=i /eF(s) 
(By definition, if(s) = n - r + f - A/(s)) 
m 
s=l /€F(S) 
(By induction hypothesis, T;(jn) = Sp{m)) 
-| m 1 m r 
“ s = l / € F ( s ) s=l j = l 
m r / , , \ 
• / � ( 1 w � ， 服 ( r + 1) 
. . . z ( s ) = ( 爪 — 1 斤(n - 0 + ^ ^ ^ -
S = 1 j = l 
m r m r 
S = 1 S = 1 j=l 
, � mr(r + 1) , ,、， 、 mr{r + 1 ) 
=mr[n — r) H — (m — l)r(n — r) 
2 2 
= r ( n — r)) 
holds VJ^ 6 5;(m), Vp < r 
Br X r hermitian matrices A(l) , . . . , A(m) with eigenvalues 
m 
A(l), . . . , A(m) s.t. ^ = diag(n - r, ...,n - r) 
5=1 
m 
(By Proposition 7, ^ ^ A{s) = cl for some c E M. 
S=1 
m r 
. . .cr = Ai(s) = r(n - r),... c 二 n _ r) 
s = l i = l 
m 
分 J^cta�=c/c7(n_r)r for some d # (By ( 2 )分 ( 5 ) in Theorem 1) 
S = 1 
le S^{7n).D 
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By Theorems 2 and 2(a), (/’ J, K) G T?分(/'’ J,, K) e 77(3). Moreover, by 
Proposition 9 and Theorems 2 and 2(a), 
{^IJK) holds V(/’ J,K) e R"”彻 < n 
( * / J K ) holds V(/，J, K) e 5；"，Vr < n 
(*IJK) holds V(/’ J, K) e T;\ Vr < n, and 
(*) holds V(/(l)'，...，J(m)'，K) e + 1)，Vr < n 
� ( * ) holds V(/(l)'，...，J(m)'，7^) G 5 , " ( m + l ) , V r < n 
(*) holds V(/(l)'，...，J(m)',/<) G + l) ’Vr < n, 
so we can replace the sets T"(resp. T"(m)) in the theorems involving (^IJK) 
(resp. (*)) by /?;^(resp. In the paper [21], A. Knutson, T. Tao and 
C. Woodward used the concept of overlaying honeycombs, together with another 
type of combinatorial configuration called "puzzle", to prove that the set in in-
equalities {*IJK) (resp. (*)) for (/, J, K) e K!^ (resp. I e are essential, 
i.e. they determine the facets of the cone. Their proof is omitted here. 
Now we can extend the Horn's conjecture from m = 2 to any m > 2: 
T h e o r e m 3. The weakly decreasing sequences of n real numbers a( l ) ’ ...，a(m)’ 7 
occurs as eigenvalues of n x n hermitian matrices A(l),..., A(m), C = "^� 
if and only if E I U 7i = ET=i and (*) holds V(/(l)'，."，/(m)'，^ 
+ 1), Vr < n. If some of the inequalities (*) occur as equalities, then 3r-
dimensional subspace L < C^ such that ..., A(m), C maps L into itself. 
Proof: The first statement results from ( 1 )分 ( 2 ) in Theorem 1 and Theorem 
2(a). Combining this with Proposition 6 gives the second statement. • 
Note that the second statement of Theorem 3 is not true for real symmetric 
matrices and real subspaces L with n > 6. Here is a counter-example given 
by Pulton in [10]: 
Example 17. Let A = diag(a:,a:,y,y, where x,y,z G R are distinct and 
X + y z = 0, 
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15 0 - 3 2 - 3 35 - 3 
0 15 3 - 3 2 3 35 
- 3 2 3 - 1 7 0 51 19 
B= ， 
- 3 —32 0 - 1 7 - 1 9 51 
35 3 51 - 1 9 2 0 
—3 35 19 51 0 2 
which has eigenvalues (56,56,28,28, -84, -84). Then the eigenvalues of C* 二 
A + 召 are (7i,…’76), where 7i = 72 > 73 = 74 > 75 = 76’ and J^Li = 0. 
Let I = J = {1,3,5}，K = {2,4,6}. Then 
a i + 0:3 + CV5 = � 1 + /?3 + /35 二 72 + 74 + 76 = 0. 
the inequality (*/J/() is an equality. Let {ei, ...,66} be the standard basis of 
C®. There are exactly two 3-dimensional subspaces preserved by A and B (and 
hence C): L = < ei +262,63 + 264, es + zee > and L丄= < ei -ie2,63 -264,65 - ie^ > 
(The fact that C preserves these two subspaces implies that its eigenvalues come 
in pairs). We see that both L and lA are complex. 
To explain this fallacy, we have to apply the Corollary to Proposition 6. As 
Fulton explained in [10], 1' — J' = {2,4,6}, and ur . ujj' • uk = 2a;{i,2,3}, which 
is an even multiple of the top class. The corresponding intersection of the three 
real Schubert varieties has 2 complex points, but no real points, so there are no 
r-dimensional subspace L preserved by A, B and C, 
Theorem 4. A triple (7, J,K) € T^ if and only if the corresponding triple 
(入，/i，u) occurs as eigenvalues of r x r hermitian matrices A, B,C = A-}- B. 
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Proof: 
<=> (I, J, K) e (By Theorem 2.) 
^ c ; � 0 
弁(A, /i, v) occurs as eigenvalues of r x r hermitian matrices A, C 二 A + 反 
(By ( 2 )分 ( 3 ) in Theorem ! ) • 
Here are two examples of the above theorem: 
Example 18. Let I = J = {1 ,3 ,5} , K = {2,4,6}. Then A =入 (/) = fi = 
A(J) = (2,1,0), V = \{K) = (3,2,1). (A，/[/’") occur as the eigenvalues of the 
following triple of 3 x 3 diagonal matrices: 
2 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 + 0 2 0 = 0 2 0 . 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
.-.(/, J, 7 0 G T | . 
Example 19. Let I = {l，...，n}\{0，J = { 1 , n } \ {j} , K = {1，…，几} \ {/c}. 
Then = {n + 1 - i}, J"^  = {n + 1 - j}, K"" = (n + 1 - k}, and A = 入 ( / ) -
(l，...’l，0r..，0)，/i = A(«/) = (1，...，1’0’...，0)’" =久(i^) 二（l’".’l，0R..,0),where 
the number of Is in (A, z/) are n — i,n — j,n — k respectively. 
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(/, J, K ) e 分（产，J'c, K'c) E 27 (By Lemma 4 and Theorem 2) 
(/'c, J'c, K"') e C/i" (Tf = [/n • 
n + l - i + n + l - j = n + l - k + l 
n — i + n — j = n — k 
n n n 
i=l i = l i = l 
(X,/j,,iy) occur as eigenvalues of (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices 
A,B,C = A + B 
is obvious. For (=>), take 
A = diag(l) ...，1,0, ...,0), 
B = diag(0’...，0’lr..，l)， 
C = diag(l,..., 1，0’ ...，0，1, ...，1).) 
We also have an analogue of Theorem 4 for any m > 2: 
Theorem 4(a). (/(l)' ’ …，/(m)'，G + 1) if and only if 
A(/(l)), ...，A(/(m))，入(/() occur as eigenvalues of r x r hermitian matrices 
Proof: 
(/(l)'，…，/(m)'’ K) e + 1) (By Theorem 2(a)) 
771 
^ occurs in J J (^ x{i{s)) 
s=l 
^ (A(/(l)), •••’ A(/(m)), A(/<)) occurs as eigenvalues of 
m 
r X r hermitian matrices yl(l),..., A(m),C = y ^ A(s). 
S = 1 
(By (2) (5) in Theorem ! ) • 
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5.2 Real Symmetric and Quaternionic Hermi-
tian Matrices, Compact Operators 
In fact, the hermitian matrices in Theorem 3 can be replaced by real sym-
metric or quaternionic hermitian matrices. The eigenvalues are just the same as 
the case of complex hermitian matrices. 
Theorem 5. The eigenvalues q;(1), ..., Q:(m),7 that occur for complex hermitian 
matrices ..., A(m), C = X)二i ^(s) are the same as that occur for real sym-
metric or quaternionic hermitian matrices. 
Proof: As Fulton stated in [8], for real symmetric matrices, it suffices to show that 
Proposition 5 is true for real symmetric matrices. If V is the complexification of 
a real vector space Vr, then the real flags are Zariski dense in all flags, so we can 
take the general flags to be complexification of real flags. The resulting hermitian 
operators will then come from real symmetric operators on Vr. 
For quaternionic hermitian matrices, as Fulton stated in [10], it suffices to 
prove that all the inequalities (*J) are necessary. This follows as in the proofs 
of Propositions 4 and 5，together with the fact that the Schubert Calculus of 
GT{T, H ” is exactly the same (but with all degrees doubled) as that of Gr(r, C"). 
• 
For compact self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space, we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 6. Let . . . ,A(m) ,C = YJ^^i ^(s) be compact self-adjoint opera-
tors on a Hilbert space H, with sequences of positive eigenvalues Q!(1)’ ...，a(m)，7， 
and assume that each of these sequences is infinite. Then (*) holds 
V ( / ( i y , ...，/(my, K) e + 1)，Vn，r < n. 
Proof: As in Fulton's proof in [10], choose a finite-dimensional subspace V < H 
that contains eigenvectors corresponding to the n largest eigenvalues of each op-
erators. It then suffices to apply the finite-dimensional result to the operators 
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A{l)v^ ...,A{rn)y,Cv, which are defined exactly the same way as the map Al in 
§3.1. Using the same argument as in Corollary to Proposition 3，the kth largest 
eigenvalues of A(s)v and Cy are no larger than the kth largest eigenvalues of A(s) 
and C respectively. Hence and Cy have the same n largest eigenvalues as 
yl(s) and C. • 
5.3 Highest Weights 
The following theorem solves the problem of decomposing tensor products of 
irreducible representations of GL(n, C): 
Theorem 7. Let a(l),…，Q;(m),7 be weakly decreasing sequences of n integers. 
Then occurs in (g)二 ^ ^ � if and only if = T Z i E t i 叫⑷ and (*) 
holds V ( / ( i y , ...，/(m)'，K) e + 1), Vr < n. 
Proof: Prom §2.2，a necessary condition is 
n m n 
i = l s=l 1=1 
m 
V^ occurs in ( g ) V；� (*) holds V(/(l)'，...’ J(m)'’ K) G S'^im + l) ,Vr < n 
3 = 1 
(By (1) (3) in Theorem 1) 
(*) holds V(I⑴：...J(m)',K) e l)，Vr < n. 
(By Theorem 2(a))口 
5.4 Schubert Calculus 
The following theorem solves the problem of multiplying Schubert classes: 
Theorem 8. Let a(l), ...’a(m)，7 be partitions of length n and 
q > ma:c{ai(l)，...，ai(m)，7i}. Then a^ occurs in n : i " " � in H*(Gr{n,n + q)) 
if and only if E r = i 7 z = ET=i E?=i and (*) holds V(/(l)'，...，/(m)'’/() G 
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7;"(m + l)，Vr < n . 
Proof: Prom §2.3, a necessary condition is 
n m n 
i=l 5=1 1=1 
m 
cr^  occurs in JJ a^W 分 ( * ) holds V(J(1)'’...’/(m)'，K) G 5;^(m+l),Vr < n 
S = 1 
(By (1) (5) in Theorem 1) 
(*) holds V(/(l)'，...’/(m)'’iO eT^{m+l)yr <n. 
(By Theorem 2(a))口 
5.5 Invariant Factors 
The problem of invariant factors of products of matrices is more complicated. 
The simplest case is that for discrete valuation rings, but there are more compli-
cated theorems for principal ideal domains and fields. 
Theorem 9. Let i? be a discrete valuation ring. The partitions q:(1), 
of length n occur as invariant factors of n x n non-singular matrices ...’ A(m)， 
c = n r = i A s ) if and only if E U = E^^i I X i 叫⑷ and (*) holds 
V(I(iy，..., I (my, K) € T加 + 1)，Vr < n. 
Proof: From §2.4, a necessary condition is 
n m n 
i = l 5=1 i=l 
a(l)，,..,o;(m),7 occur as invariant factors of n x n non-singular matrices 
m 
A(l),...,A{m),C = l[A(s) 
s=l 
^ (*) holds V ( / ( l ) ' ， I { m ) \ K) G + 1)，Vr < n 
(By (1) (4) in Theorem 1) 
(*) holds V(J(1)'，...，/(m)'，K) e + 1)，Vr < n. 
(By Theorem 2(a))n 
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We can extend the result of Theorem 9 to any principal ideal domain: 
Theorem 10. Let R be a. principal ideal domain, a = (ai,..., a^), 6 = ( 6 i , b n ) , 
c = (ci, ...,Cn) with a„|...|ai, c„|...|ci. Then (a, 6, c) occur as invariant 
factors of n X n non-singular matrices A, B,C = AB (or of torsion modules 
A, B,C with at most n generators such that B cC and CjB = A) if and only if 
n n n 
n ^ = n叫 • n � a n d n ^^丨 n 叫 . n � J ， K ) e < n. 
i=l i=l i = l fce/< i€ / jeJ 
Proof: As Pulton stated in [8], by localization, we can assume that i? is a discrete 
valuation ring with maximal ideal 屯.Write a^  = ,bi 二 屯风，Q = = 平 f o r 
I <i <n. The result follows from Theorem 9. • 
The result of Theorem 10 gives a solution of the following problem: 
Theorem 11 (Carlson Problem). Let A,B he p x p and q x q non-singular 
matrices with entries in a principal ideal domain R with invariant factors ap|...|ai 




are those cp+q\.,.\ci such that 
P+Q P Q 
= l i a r and JJcfcl f l “ i . H •(/ ’ J , e ：？？+“’Vr < p + g. 
i = l i=l i = l k£K i£l,i<p j€.J,j<q 
Proof: We follow Fulton's proof in [10]. Let C be such a matrix. Then we have 
the following short exact sequence: 
where A,B,C are the cokernels of A, B, C with invariant factors ap\...\ai,bq\...\bi, 
cp+q\...\ci. The invariant factors must satisfy the conditions in Theorem 10. 
Conversely, given A, B with invariant factors ap|...|ai, 6g|...|6i respectively, and 
cp+g|...|ci satisfying the conditions in Theorem 11. By Theorem 10，3 short exact 
sequence: 
0 — Z — 石 — 0 , 
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where A, B are the cokernels of A, B respectively. Define the maps i : RP — 
: RP+q — rq by 
i{v) = {v,0) yveBF, 
j{v,w) = w^v e BF,w e Rq. 
Then we have the following diagram: 
O^RP -U ^ Rq mQ 
Ai 丄5 
RP 么 Rq 
丄 丄 
We can complete the diagram so that it becomes: 
Rp \ Rp+q I —0 
4丄 iC i B 
0 — IF 么 RP+q i i?^ 0 
i i i 
This produces a matrix C of the required form with cokernel C. • 
There is a similar result for fields: 
Theorem 12 (Original Carlson Problem). Let F be a field, G M , ( F ) , 5 G 
Ms(F) with invariant factors ap\...\ai,bq\...\bi respectively. Then the possible in-




are those cp+g|...|ci which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 12. 
Proof: As Fulton stated in [10], an endomorphism of a finite dimensional vector 
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space over a field F, up to similarity, is the same as a finitely generated torsion 
module over R = F[t], up to isomorphism. The invariant factors are the same for 
the endomorphism and the •R-module, and they determine the endomorphism up 
to similarity. • 
5.6 Singular Values of Sums and Products 
Unlike the above problems, for the problem of singular values of sums and 
products of matrices, we will only prove one direction of the equivalence only. 
Theorem 13 . A triple (a, b, c) of weakly decreasing sequences oiq{q = min{m, n}) 
non-negative real numbers occurs as singular values of m x n matrices A, B,C 二 
A + B if and only if (* * UK) holds V(/’ J, K) e T广+"，Vr < m + n. 
Proof: We will prove the direction (=>) only. We have 
0 c] [0 a\ � 0 5 
= + . 
C* oj [a* 0 [B* 0 
Using the above equality and the fact that Horn's conjecture is true, the eigen-
values of the three matrices must satisfy ( * / J K ) V(/’ J, K) e T广+"’ Vr <m + n, 
which means that (* * UK) holds V(/, J, K) e T广+"，•『< m + n. • 
For the multiplicative version of the theorem for singular values, we first set 
up a multiplicative analogue of the Rayleigh trace. Let ^ be a positive definite 
n X n hermitian matrix with eigenvalues ai > ... > > 0 and corresponding 
orthonormal eigenvectors Vi,..., Let F.{A) be the flag such that Fk{A) 二< 
> for 1 < /c < n. For a r-dimensional subspace L < C", define Da{L) 二 
det{< Aui, Uj >)i<i,j<r, where {ui,...,ur} is an orthonormal basis of L. Then 
DA(L) = det AL, where AL is defined as in §3.1. With these definitions, we have 
the following proposition: 
Proposition 13 . VJ C {1, . . . , n} of cardinality r, 
N A I = m i n DA(L). 
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Proof: As Fulton did in [10], let Ui = i^k^k for 1 < i < n. Then for 
1 < i j < r, 
n n 
< Aui,uj > = < A^XikVk, ^ XjkVk > 
k=l k=l 
n n 
= < ak 工 ik 叫,^jk^k > 
fc=i fc=i 
n 
= ^ OikXik^. 
k=l 
(< Aui.uj >)i<i,j<r = XDX*, where X = (xij), D = diag(Q;i，…’ 
...DA{L) = 二 | detXjp J] a】.， （5.1) 
J jeJ J jeJ 
where the sum is over all J C {1, . . . , n} of cardinality r, Xj = {,Xij)i<i<r,jej- Take 
iZp e n Fip for 1 s p s r. Then det Xj = 0 unless ip > jp Vp. For such J, 
r i j e J ^ U i e i Furthermore, by putting = 1 for 1 g i S n in the equality 
(5.1), I cletX.p = Dr{L) = 1. ••• > F^/叫. 
Take Up = Vi” for 1 < p < r. Then for 1 < p,q <r, < Aup, Uq〉二< dipUp, Uq〉二 
^pqC^ip- ••• Da(L) = rLe/叫.口 
Proposition 14. Let …’ A(m) e M„(C), C = ^(s)，and Li,…！/爪 be 
r-dimensional subspaces of C such that A(s). Ls C Ls-i for 2 < s < m. Then 
m 
Dc*c{Lm) = JJ^ DA{syA{s){Ls)-
S = 1 
Proof: We prove by induction on m. For m = 2’ let C 二 A丑’ L, M be r-
dimensional subspaces such that B • M C L. Let {ui, ...,Ur} be an orthonormal 
basis of L, and {vi, . . . , i;^} be an orthonormal basis of M . Let Bvi = ^ij'^j 
iov 1 <i <r, X = (xij). 
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Dc*c{M) = det(< B*A*ABvi,Vj >) 
= d e t ( < A * A B v i , B v j >) 
T T 
= d e t ( < A M ^ XikUk, ^  XikUk >) 
k=l k=l 
r r 
=det(y^ y^ Xik'^i < A*Auk,ui >) 
fc=i /=i 
= d e t ( X ( < A*Aui,Uj >)X*) 
= d e t X det(< A*Aui, uj >) det X* 
=DAM(L)detprjr) 
T 
= D A * A { L ) d e t ( ^ Xik^) 
k=i 
r r 
< Uk,Ui >) 
k=l 1=1 
r r 
=Da*a{L) det(y^  XikUk, ^ XikUk >) 
fc=l k=l 
= B A * A ( L ) det(< Bvi, Bvj >) 
=D^M(^)det(< B*Bvi,Vj >) 
=D A * a { L ) D B * B { L ) . 
For the general case, apply the case of m = 2 to A = YYX^ A(s), B 二 A(m), 
L = Lnt-u M = Lm. • 
Theorem 14. Let ..., A(m) G M„(C) with singular values a(l)，...，a(m) 
such that n 二 1 ^(s) = I. Let /(I), ...,/(m) C {1’ ...,n} of cardinality r such that 
n 二 1 邮 T h e n 
m 
n n ^ 1 
S=1 i67(s) 
Proof: The eigenvalues of ^(s)M(s) are ai(s)^ > ... > an(s)^ for 1 < s < m. 
Take flags F.(s) corresponding to orthonormal bases of eigenvectors of A{s). By 
Proposition 13’ DAisyA{s){Ls) > EU/�“《（s” if L, G �（F.(s)) . Choose a 
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subspace L G n 门二 々/^^广】，厂•�) .Set L, 二 
nr=.+i M^) • L e Vti(^s){F.{s)) for 1 < s < m. Then A(s) • L, C for 
2 < s < m. By Propositions 13 and 14, 
m 
n n a办）^ Da^sYA{s)[Ls) = Di(L) = !.• 
S=1 ie/(s) 
Corollary. Let ..., A(m), C = 11:1 成s) G M„(C) with singular values 
a(l) , ...a(m),c. Then V/(l), . . . , /(m), K C {1, ...,n} of cardinality r such that 
occurs in n : i � /⑷ )， 
m 
n ^fc ^  n n〜⑷ 
kel< s=l i£l{s) 
Proof: By a continuity argument, it suffices to consider the case where all the 
matrices are invertible. If A has singular values ai > ... > a^ > 0, consider the 
singular value decomposition of A, A = UDV*, where U,V £ U{n) and D = 
diag(ai’ …’ a„)’ then = V D - ^ U \ where D ' ' = diag(去，...，*). Therefore, 
has singular values * 2 … 2 Apply Theorem 14 to •.... • 
C 二 I using / ( m)'， / ( l y , K. • 
Chapter 6 
Further Problems 
Although the Horn's conjecture is solved, a number of problems remain. In 
this chapter, we list some of the problems related to the Horn's conjecture. 
Problem 1. Let m > 2, q;(1), ..., a{m),j be partitions of length n with 
n m n 
i = l s=l i= l 
Then by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2(a), the following are equivalent: 
(1) (*) holds V/(l)，...’/(m)，/< C {1’ ...，n} of cardinality r such that 
(/(l)'，...’/(m)'’/() e :2T(m+l)，Vr < n . 
(2) a( l ) , . . . ’ a(m)，7 are eigenvalues oi nxn hermitian matrices A(l), . . . ’ A(m), C 
such that C = J27=i Ms)-
(3) The representation V^ of G L ( n ’ C ) occurs in ⑧ 二 V^ a(s). 
(4) For any discrete valuation ring R�3nxn non-singular matrices A( l ) ,…’ A{m),C 
with invariant factors Q!(1), ..., Q:(m), 7 such that C = f l二 1 
(5) G, occurs in the product n 二 1 in 丑*(Gr(n，n + q)) if 
q > max{Q;i(l) , . . . ,ai(m),7i}. 
By Theorem 4(a), the condition (1) is equivalent to: 
(2，) (*) holds V / ( l ) , . . . , / ( m ) , K C { l , . . . , n } of cardinality r such that 
A(/(l))’ . . . ’A(/(m))’J\(/0 occur as eigenvalues of r x r hermitian matrices 
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Using Theorem 1 again, this is equivalent to: 
(3') (*) holds V/(l), ...,7(m), K c {1, ...,n} of cardinality r such that Vx(k) oc-
curs in (g)二 Vx{i{s))-
(4') (*) holds V/(l),...,/(m),/<" c { l , . . . ,n} of cardinality r such that for any 
discrete valuation ring R, 3r x r non-singular matrices A{1),A{m), C with 
invariant factors A(/(l)),..., A(/(m))，\{K) such that C = J]二i M^)-
(5') (*) holds V / ( l ) , / ( m ) , K C {l，...，n} of cardinality r such that crx{K) oc-
curs in n r = i � ( / � ) . 
Hence the condition for the partitions of length n a(l)，...’ a(m), 7 to satisfy each 
of the conditions (2), (3), (4), (5) is completely determined by the same condition 
Vr < n. We would like to find any direct explanation for this. For example, can 
the fact that knowing which irreducible representation of GL(n，C) occurs in a 
tensor product of several irreducible representations is determined by the answer 
to the same question for GL(r, C) Vr < n be explained by representation theory? 
The same question can be asked about the Schubert calculus for Gr(n,n + q) 
being determined by that for Gr(r,n) Vr < n. 
Problem 2. S. Friedland raised a question asking about the possibilities of the 
eigenvalues of hermitian matrices A,B,C with C < A B, i.e. A + B — C is 
positive semidefinite. W. Fulton solved this problem in his paper [11]. His result 
is that the possible eigenvalues of such matrices are given by the same inequalities 
as in the Horn's conjecture, except that the equality 
tr C = tr A + tr 5 
is replaced by the inequality 
n n n 
tr C < tr A + tr B , i.e. ^ 7i < ^ + ^ A-
1=1 i=l i=l 
In the paper [11], Fulton used a similar approach to the proof of the Horn's con-
jecture. Furthermore, he deduced a main theorem which is analogue to Theorem 
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1 in §5.1: 
Theorem 15 [11]. Let q;(1), ."，a(m)’7 be partitions of length at most n. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) (*) holds V/(l), . . . ,/(m), K C {1, ...,n} of cardinality r, Vr < n such that 
occurs in H二 i … / � ) • 
(2) 3nxn hermitian matrices ^4 (1 ) ,A (m) , C with eigenvalues q:(1), ...,Q;(m),7 
such that C < X;r=i Ms)-
(3) 3 partition 7 D 7 such that XX=i 7i = Y17=i E 二 1 ^ils) and (*) holds for the 
same /(I),..., I{m),K as in (1) Vr < n. 
(4) 3 partitions 5(s) C a(s) for 1 < s < m such that l i = Zl二 1 而(s) 
and (*) holds for the same 1(1),..., /(m), K as in (1) Vr < n. 
(5) 3 partition 7 D 7 such that the representation Vy occurs in 07=i 乂―） 
(6) 3 partitions a(s) C Q;(S) for 1 < S < m such that the representation V^ occurs 
in Vsis)-
(7) For any discrete valuation ring R,3nxn non-singular matrices A(l), ...,A(m) 
with invariant factors a(l)，...,a{m) such that Yl7=i M^) ^ ^ invariant factors 7 
for some 7 D 7. 
( 8 ) For any discrete valuation ring R, 3i?-module C of type 7, with a filtration 
0 = C(0) C … C C{m) = C of submodules such that for 1 < s < m, C{s)/C{s - 1) 
is isomorphic to a submodule of a module of type Q;(S). 
Furthermore, (1) and (2) are also equivalent for weakly decreasing sequences of 
n real numbers q;(1), ..., cv(m)，7. 
Problem 3. There is a multiplicative analogue of the Horn's conjecture, which is 
about characterizing the eigenvalues of unitary matrices of determinant 1 whose 
product is the identity matrix. S. Agnihotri and C. Woodward [1] and P. Belkale 
[2] proved an analogue of Klyachko's theorem for A ( l ) , A ( m ) 6 SU(n) such 
that nr=i = 厂 For 1 < s < m, the eigenvalues of each A(s) e SU(n) can 
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be written uniquely in the form e ?冗仏！⑷， . . . , w h e r e 
n 
^ a i ( s ) = 0,and (6.1) 
t=i 
ai(s) > …2 > ai{s) - 1. (6 .2) 
Instead of Schubert calculus which controls the eigenvalues of hermitian matri-
ces, the eigenvalues of unitary matrices with determinant 1 are controlled by 
quantum Schubert calculus. The result is that if cv(l), ...,a{m) are weakly de-
creasing sequences of n real numbers which satisfy the conditions (6.1) and (6.2) 
for each 1 < s < m, then A{m) e SU(n) with nr=i M^) == ! such that 
e2冗仏1�’ ...’e2开仏"� are the eigenvalues of each A{s) for each 1 < s < m if and 
only if the inequality 
m n 
s=l i = l 
holds whenever the Gromov-Witten number < 07(1), . . . ’cr/(叫�d# 0 V/(l), ...,/(m) 
of cardinality r, Vr < n. Based on the results from [1] and [2], Belkale proved a 
quantum analogue of the Horn's conjecture in his paper [3]. Unfortunately, there 
are not yet a quantum analogue of the Littlewood-Richardson rule. The quantum 
analogue of the honeycomb model remains a mystery, too. C. Woodward once 
thought that the quantum version of a honeycomb is a honeycomb on a thrice-
punctured sphere with hyperbolic metric, i.e. the geodesies come from infinity, 
and each segment of such honeycombs is a segment of a geodesic of this type. 
However, there are some problems with this honeycomb model. For example, T. 
Tao pointed out that the equivalent hive model of this honeycomb is a piecewise 
linear concave function of the prescribed boundary values. The piecewise linear-
ity causes the honeycomb to behave one-dimensionally, but one could imagine 
some sort of "hyperbolic hive" which had the concavity, but not the piecewise 
linearity, so the corresponding honeycomb becomes "smeared out". Therefore, it 
is still not clear whether this honeycomb model would work. 
Problem 4. The theorems in Chapter 5 involves the general linear group 
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GL(n,C). We would like to find good analogues of the theorems for other Lie 
groups. As in Remark 2 of §4.3’ the saturation conjecture must be modified, as 
in A. Knutson and T. Tao's conjecture in [19]. However, it is hoped that there 
are sharp analogues at least for other classical groups. Several mathematicians 
used moment maps and coadjoint orbits to achieve some results. These results 
are the best so far. 
Problem 5. There is a deep relation between representations of the symmetric 
group and eigenvalues of hermitian matrices. Let w = {wi^ be any per-
mutation in Sn- Then w determines a partition of n as follows: let Xi{w) be 
the maximum length of the increasing subsequence of w, Miw) be the maximum 
sum of the lengths of the two disjoint increasing subsequences of w, and so on. 
The result is that the distribution of such Afc(iy) is exactly the same as the dis-
tribution of a random n x n hermitian matrix, suitably normalized, as n —> oo. 
We would like to know whether there is any connection between this and the 
theorems presented here. 
As a conclusion, we see that the Horn's conjecture is related to many other 
fields in mathematics, and there are a number of problems derived from it. Some 
of the problems remains unsolved, but with the advance of mathematics, it is 
hoped that they can be solved in the future. 
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